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"And Sudden Death"
Joel E. Carlson

' T h e Man that Once I Meant to Be"
I knew his face the moment that he passed
Triumphant in the thoughtless, cruel throng—
Triumphant, though the tired quiet eyes
Showed that his soul had suffered overlong.
And though across his brow faint lines of care
Were etched, somewhat of youth still lingered there
I gently touched his arm—he smiled at me—
He was the Man that Once I Meant to Be.

A Prophet W h o m
the Lord Knew Face
to Face
Paul M. Tharp

Where I had failed, he'd won from life success;
Where I had stumbled, with sure feet he trod;
Alike—yet unalike—we faced the world,
And through the stress he found that life was good!
And I? The bitter wormwood in the glass,
The shadowed way along with failures pass.
Yet as I saw him thus, joy came to me—
He was the Man that Once I Meant to Be.
I knew him. And I knew he knew me for
The man he might have been. Then did his soul
Thank silently the gods that gave him strength
To win, while I so sorely missed the goal!
He turned, and quickly in his own firm hand
He took my own—the gulf of failure spanned
And that was all—strong, self-reliant, free,
He was the Man that Once I Meant to Be.

Under N e w Management
L. L. Wightman

We did not speak. But in his sapient eyes
I saw the spirit that had urged him on,
The courage that had held him through the fight
Had once been mine. I thought, "Can it be gone?"
He felt that unasked question—felt it so
His pale lips formed the one-word answer, "No!"
Too late to win? No! Not too late for me,
He is the Man that Still I Mean to Be.
•—Cincinnati Times-Star.

Foreign Missions
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With Apology to the Author of
"—And Sudden Death"
Joel E.
months ago there appeared in
S OtheM EReader's
Digest an article entitled
"And Sudden Death." It was followed a
few months later by another similar article.
The content of these articles was the frank,
yet forceful portrayal of the conditions that
the undertaker often has to face upon being called to the scene of. accidents where
"sudden death" has taken place. There
were a number of such occasions reported,
and given in ghastly, horrible details, such
details which the daily press avoids—and
wisely so—as they sum it all up by one
word "death." The articles told of distorted bodies, and mutilated bodies, the remains of human forms, which a few moments before had been living human beings, but in a tragic accident had suffered
such disfigurement and mutilation.
N o w the purpose back of these articles
was not merely making the task of the
undertaker easier, but it was to strike a
healthy FEAR in the minds of motorists
and pedestrians, a fear against the many
hazards now only too real in the highway
life of America. Then this fear was to be
a factor to lessen intense speed, carelessness, and the other faults of reckless driving, which take their toll of lives in the
United States to the tune of 36,000 a year,
to say nothing of injuries, temporary and
permanent, the destruction of thousands of
dollars of property, and the breaking up
of homes, and the ruining of lives, and
human hearts plowed by sorrows.
One great manufacturer was so impressed by the value of this article "And
Sudden Death" that he purchased reprints
of it, and had copies distributed among his
employees. It was obvious to all intelligent men that it must surely have a salutary effect upon men, who can at all be
moved to greater carefulness in their responsibilities upon the highway. Its effect was the striking of a healthy fear upon the driving and walking public. A
F E A R calculated to produce greater carefulness, prevent loss of life, lessen injuries, and diminish other related woes.
I would to God that a number of individuals, spiritually minded, s e e the
s p i r i t u a l tragedies prevalent, and
gifted with the prayers of description,
would describe with equal vividness, the
horrible array of spiritual tragedies which
exist in the boundaries of professed
Christendom. • The suddenness of this
'death would not be a feature in this field,
but the gruesomeness, the horribleness, the
sorrow and misery entailed, need not be
minimized. W o u l d this not be helpful by
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way of provoking and increasing the
H O L Y F E A R O F G O D in the camp of
Christ? I do not mean that it has not
been done heretofore, but perhaps it has
not been done so strikingly. D o we not
need the instilling of the H O L Y FEAR O F
G O D against the many spiritual hazards
which surround the souls of men in the
days in which we are living? Are we
not living in days which are verily replete

victory by no means is a daily enjoyment,
but rather defeat, confusion, spiritual discontent, lack of relish for the things of
God, and lack of zeal for the work of the
Lord?
Aligned with this goes a paralyzing unbelief, a LACK of F A I T H in the immutable promises of God, which do promise certain ultimate victory for the church
(see Matt. 16:18) and ultimate success for
the proper methods of Christian service
(see Psalms 126:6). In how many hearts
has the vital essence of these two remarkable promises faded out? And some have
come to the point of despair, or to the point
of an indifference in religious things, or to
the place of acquiescence in which after
all it is admitted there is a possibiity that
the devil might be the final conqueror over
truth, over holiness and the church. And
with the sentiment not expressed, but implied: "we might just as well give up and
go home, for the tide is too tremendously
against us."
There is sufficient happening in the professed church today to break the heart of
any sincere worker for the Lord's Cause.
Let it be broken. M a y the Lord open the
eyes of us all to see the terrible tragedies
being enacted on every hand, by the very
cunning of Satan, and oh! the sorrow and
suffering which results therefrom. It was
one of the serious indictments of the Laodicean church that "they had need of nothing." That means they saw no need, and
felt no need.
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with pictures of the terribleness of soul
tragedies? Has not the enemy of Jesus
Christ succeeded in the thousands of traps
which he has laid for the unsuspecting child
of God? Are there not many now, whose
voices once were heard in heart-felt petitions and in heart-warming praises, who
now are content to appear only in spiritual silence? Are there not a host of
hearts and homes in the professed boundaries of the church of Jesus Christ, where
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N o intelligent being would deny the
value of stirring up the populace of our
country in reference to the hazards upon
the highways of today. Rather every serious-minded citizen would welcome the
benefits of such a campaign calculated to
strike a healthy F E A R in the minds of
every one to the many dangers of the road,
today. This deals principally with loss of
life and limb. Can the world be more interested in the preservation of physical life
than the church is in the preservation of
spiritual life? Or, shall it be said that the
world is more fearless in the facing of facts
and more intelligent and persistent in their
efforts to achieve physical preservation
than the church is wise and persistent in
her own field of spirit-preservation? Could
Jesus have implied even this when he said
that "the children of this world are in
their generation wiser than the children of
light"?
If it is necessary for those interested in
public safety to strike a healthy F E A R in
the hearts of the people, why might it not
be equally necessary and valuable to strike
the H O L Y FEAR O F G O D in the hearts
of those interested in spiritual prosperity?
Could this not be done by facing the
(Continued on page 351)
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On the Wing
It was the editor's privilege to make a
hasty exit from the office on Thursday
afternoon, September the 17th and entrain
that same evening for California, arriving
there on the morning of the 20th. The days
spent on the train were busy ones in assembling various items of copy and arranging for periodical publications during
our absence. In addition to this we had
the opportuntiy of coming in contact with
quite a few to whom we had the privilege
of personally witnessing for Christ. Space
does not permit us a detailed account of
our experiences on this trip but more than
ever we became aware of the fact that the
world is hungry for the Gospel, and with
the right sort of approach we believe there
are many who will lend a sympathetic ear
to personal witnessing for Christ when one
can lift up a Savior who is more than a
match for all of our human needs.
The days spent in California were exceptionally full, with services practically
every day in the Chapel of Beulah College,
and each evening in the church with the
exception of one Saturday night. W e can
truthfully say there were few idle moments.
W e were greatly encouraged by the fact
that the church at Upland and the school
as well were earnestly in prayer for an old
time revival. Services were well attended
and as far as we can remember we have
never preached to a more attentive and
responsive group. The Upland church
now has a great deal more seating
capacity since the college has moved to
other quarters, and is enjoying a marked
increase in attendance, especially since the
opening of the school year, and the constantly increasing numbers who are migrating to California from Kansas and
other parts, some to spend the winter, and
others for permanent location. W e were
rejoiced to find both pastor and people
earnestly contending for the Faith and
hungry for the deeper things of God. W e
can say to the praise of God that it was a
time of spiritual enrichment for your servant and we trust likewise for all who allowed the Holy Spirit to exercise within
them the inspiration and power which our
heavenly Father so graciously manifested
during this special effort.
It was with sincere regret that we could
not have continued the meetings for a much
longer period but duties at home claimed
our attention so that after an absence of
just three weeks we again found ourselves
facing an accumulation of many items
which always await one who perhaps carries the major responsibility in a Religious
Publishing House. It would be, however,
decidedly unfair if we did not mention
that on the last Sunday night the pastor,
Brother Alvin Burkholder presented the
opportunity for all who wished to person-

ally subscribe for the Evangelical Visitor
for one year, and also for those who desired to send the paper as a gift to someone else for the period of one year. All of
those who at present were receiving the
paper were asked to raise their hands and
it was certainly an encouraging sight to
see so many of our dear subscribers face
to face. As the opportunity was given for
new and gift subscriptions in just a few
moments of time there were some fortyseven responses. W i t h this fine list, in addition to the Evangelical Visitors already
going to Upland, this enterprising city
which has become the home of many of
our dear people, is now receiving more
Evangelical Visitors than any other city on
our list. W e do believe that our subscriptions could easily be doubled if in
every Evangelistic service there was just a
little time and attention given towards getting the paper into new homes. W e want
to take this opportunity of personally expressing our sincere appreciation to California for the generous boost given to the
Evangelical Visitor at this time.

Thus Saith the Lord
The greatest guide book in the world is
the Bible, it has stood the test of all the
ages, regardless of the assaults of unbelievers and critics the W o r d of God has
come down through the ages unscathed.
On every hand there is an accumulating
evidence that the W o r d of God is true.
There is positively no book which will
undertake to direct the entire course of
living from the cradle to the grave as does
the W o r d of God. How surprising it is,
and yes, how truly alarming, to see so
many who profess religion to drift along
apparently carried by the current or everchanging human thought a n d emotion,
without having any sort of chart or compass. There are entirely too many people
who enter into some sort of a church fellowship and feel that because they have
complied with certain requirements they
now are entitled to a vague hope that one
day they will be crowned with eternal happiness. It is a sad but true fact that none
of these people is able to give an affirmative answer when questioned concerning
their assurance of salvation. Many do not
expect to know until after death whether
they are saved or not. If they happen to
be among the fortunate ones, well and
good, but if not so fortunate, "well, it will
be just too bad." W h a t an unsatisfactory
way to live with no chart or guide, nor
certain port towards which their ship is
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making. How happy indeed we would be
if to these wandering souls we could get
across with the truth that they may know
for themselves their real standing before
God.
A witness within assures us that we are
a born again child of God. A Christian
who is not only a Christian in name but
one in deed and truth has the experience
expressed in Romans 5:5, "And hope maketh not ashamed; because the love of God
is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy
Ghost which is given unto us." Therefore,
the true Christian is not ashamed of the
hope which he has within. In the fourth
Gospel the apostle very clearly and definitely gives us to understand that the Gospel is written that "we might know" we
have eternal life. The same truth is emphasized again and again in his epistles.
Please note how definitely he refers to this
knowledge concerning our relationship
with the Lord. " W e know that we have
passed from death unto life." " W e know
that we are of the truth." " W e know that
he abideth in us by the spirit which he has
given us." The witness of God (or of the
Holy Spirit) to the human soul is just as
real, clear, certain and emphatic as it was
in the days of the apostles. The reason
why so many do not receive this witness
is because of the pride of the human heart.
Men fail really to surrender themselves to
Christ. It is the purpose of the Gospel to
give full assurance to every man and when
a rebellious sinner surrenders, confesses
and forsakes his sin he shall find mercy.
The remorse and guilt of sin shall be
taken off his heart, and he shall have the
Holy Spirit's witness to his salvation. This
is confirmed by the written W o r d that he
has been abundantly pardoned and has
passed from death unto life. It is not
only in the matter of our initial salvation
that the W o r d of God becomes our guide,
but it is this W o r d also which points us
to the need of holiness the perfection of
love, and a necessity of going on with
God until we become matured Christians.
The W o r d of God plainly declares that
Jesus Christ has become the author of
eternal salvation unto all them that obey
Him. The W o r d of God, therefore, needs
to be our guide and counsel that as in all
things we give Christ the preeminence in
our life, our steps may be ordered of the
Lord. For every good man whose steps
are ordered of the Lord finds himself pursuing a course that is separate and distinct from the course of the people of this
world. He finds himself separate from
sinners, nor will he defile his garment with
the world's pleasure and unholy aspirations. His life will become pilgrim in character, holy in conversation and chaste in
all his living.
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A Prophet Whom the Lord Knew
Face to Face
Paul M.
[ O S E S was a proper child in his birth,
• precious in his infancy, a prince in his
youth, powerful in his manhood, and a
prophet in his maturity.
His Title
"Moses the man of God," is an honorary title conferred upon him by his Creator. It was his master's degre in deep devotion and faithful service. H e received
his academic training in Egypt, his spiritual
training in the wilderness, his call in the
plain, and his first charge in Egypt, the
hot-bed of paganism. The Egyptians did
not know his God; but no marvel, for
God's men today face a like situation.
W i t h a few exceptions, academic training
and sound spiritual training are not offered conjointly, and much of the field of
service is over-shadowed by a cloud of
pagan influence.
His Work
Moses knew God's power and purpose
and applied himself to the work of redeeming, instructing, and leading Israel into
her God-appointed heritage. As a man of
God he could bear the reproach, suffer the
persecution, and endure the oppression of
the enemies of God's people, Israel, to
give them a wise, patient, God-prepared
leader. As a man of God he could pray,
"Yet now, if thou wilt forgive their sin—;
and if not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy
book which thou hast written."
As a man of God he could face the
charge that came against him from God for
his disobedience at Horeb, yet not deny
nor forsake God. He accepted the sentence, but went faithfully and steadily forward to complete his work and fulfill Gods'
plan. He did not retreat at God's reproof,
but went on leading and blessing the people until God informed him of his approach
to the border of Canaan and the completion of his earthly ministry. God said, "Get
thee up into this mountain, Abram, unto
Mount Nebo, which is in the land of Moab,
that is over against Jericho; and behold the
land of Canaan, which I give unto the children of Israel for a possession."
His Obedience
"Moses went up." These three words
present an exceedingly precious picture.
Moses was old, but his natural forces were
unabated, and his strength unspent. Instead of going down in his old age as is the
rule, he went up. W h e n these words first
arrested my attention the thought flashed
into my mind, "That is the right direction
to go to meet God." Meeting God, however, involves more than just a physical
ascent. It involves a God- seeking attitude.
It is possible to ascend as high as any nat-
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ural or mechanical agency will allow and
yet be no nearer to God.
In these days of aircraft, men are going
up even for several miles without getting
any nearer to God. In many cases they
only hasten their entrance into an eternity
without God. Much of our mountain scaling is as an outing for pleasure rather than
an out-pouring of God's power. But Mos es was a man of God, and it almost seems
that by this time, scaling mountains to
meet with God had become a habit, and
obedience, a pleasure.
His Position
" T o the top of Pisgah." Moses was
called to the top of what was perhaps the
highest peak in this range of mountains.
There are many who scale the ordinary
range, but the highest peak is reached by
comparatively few.
Thus the adage,
"There is plenty of room at the top," is
true in a spiritual sense. T h e top may be
harder to reach, but it affords the best and
broadest view. Modern philosophers and
teachers who think of Christianity as narrow and restricted, offering no room for
broadness of vision and clearness of perception, ought to review their Bible and see
how much Bible leaders, including Christ,
lived with the mountains. They might discover that the biblical mountain top observatories, Sinai, Calvary and others, present a more exact, clear and revealing vision of God than is possible even to the
powers of Mount Wilson and kindred
scientific observatories.
His Vision
"The Lord showed him all the land." It
must have been a glorious sensation for
Moses to look from that view upon both
the rosy ranges and pleasant plains below
and know that he was nearer to God than
any other earthly creature. W e can hardly know just what Moses felt as he stood
on the summit of Nebo and surveyed the
great expanse of promised blessedness
which would have been his but for a single
act of disobedience. T h e feeling must
have been one both of pain and pleasure.
Perhaps it was painful to view this scene
because it reminded him of that stupidity in
the wilderness. He was still in the favor
of God, but he had lost this much of his
reward. I wonder if this same sort of
revelation may not come to us some day.
Perhaps we are failing to redeem the.time
for the Lord; we are telling our own story
instead of His. W e are taxing our nerves
instead of our knees. Some day God will
call us up. Shall we then look back upon
our journey and feel the pain of regret as
we view what was t o have been ours, but
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was lost by our disobedience and neglect?
This might not be so if we would just keep
that view ever before us.
But there must also have been a feeling
of pleasure for Moses at that time. The
fact that God had not cast him off nor forsaken him, must have been an unspeakable
consolation. The fact that he really was
viewing the very thing which God had
promised, and which Israel was going to
possess, must have given him a feeling of
satisfaction. Of course, he had believed it
to be true, but now "God showed him."
Yet the greatest of all for Moses must have
been God's presence with him there. God's
promises are wonderful. The things promised are wonderful. And the realization of
those promises is wonderful. But God
Himself is more wonderful than them all.
Moses had God with him on the mountains
of Palestine, but God was soon to have
Moses with Him in the mansions of paradise.
An illustration now comes to mind of a
young prince whose father promised him
the honor of leading the royal army into
the city on the day of coronation. The
prince had been drilling with his army, but
on the eve of the great event, he grew impatient and in anger reprimanded the soldiers. His father was obliged to rebuke
him and to withdraw the privilege of leading the army into the city. T h e blow upon the prince was great, but he did not reply. W h e n evening dre won he went up
into the palace and met his father. There
he saw the plans which were to govern the
next day's march.
A beautiful program had been arranged,
in which he was to have had the leading
part, which privilege he had forfeited because of his impetuosity. Then came news
that caused him to forget his loss of honor.
The father disclosed his further plan for
the procession. "Other generals are chosen
for the place which you forfeited at the
head of the army, but I am the chief leader of the procession, and you shall be with
me."
God was going to be the chief leader of
the host of Israel into Canaan, as was indicated later at Jericho. Joshua was the
other general chosen for the place which
Moses had forfeited, and Moses was to
be with God.
Hi's Death
"So Moses died there." In full consideration of the situation, why should he not
have died? He was 120 years old. H e
was at the border of the promised land and
could not enter. H e had finished his earthly mission. All was well with his soul, and
his death would be swallowed up of victory, for God had arranged for his departure and reception into glory. W h y should
he crave to tarry here? Some people want
to hang onto this old world indefinitely,
but Moses was a traveling pilgrim, bound
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for the land of the living. He had no desire to tarry in the land of the loafer.
A number of people work themselves to
death for a number of years, saving,
scrimping, stealing and storing up wealth,
then retire and loaf the rest of their life.
Then when the call comes they want to
borrow enough time from eternity to allow
them to come down off their plush couch
of luxury, or up from their goods box of
loafing, and make their will, leaving their
earthly goods behind to curse their posterity. It was not so with Moses. He lived
while he lived, and when the call came he
was ready, awake and active, and answered it without hesitation.
'His Burial
"He buried him." W h a t a beautiful
burial Moses must have received, with God
officiating and serving as undertaker. Surely there must have been no pain, no fears,
no sorrows, no tears, no enemies present to
scoff and jeer, and no earthly friends to
desecrate that sacred privacy by. convulsions of uncontrolled emotions. God took
full charge and put His man away in peace.
This burial still remains one of the mysteries of God, and God's burial secret has
never been discovered by man. " N o man
knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day."
There are some suggestions as to the
mode of his burial, whether he might have
been enclosed in a cave, cast into the plain
and covered over by deep landslides, or
buried for a while then raised up; but these
are mere gestures. It does not really matter so much how it was done. W e can believe that it was done in God's way, for
there is no record of Moses having appeared to man again until he was seen with
Jesus on the Mount of Transfiguration.
As to God's design in thus burying Moses, we can only surmise. Moses was a devoted saint, a powerful leader and lawgiver, and lived and served in the days of
superstitions, altars and shrines. One common conjecture is that God, foreseeing
that the disclosure of the sepulchre of
Moses would eventually mean the designation of the shrine of Moses, prevented such
folly by taking Moses into His hands. He
would not allow Moses, who in his life had
been so great a power in attracting men to
Him, to become in his death an agent for
detracting them from Him.
Moses was God's man. He lived and
loved and served with the glory of God and
the well-being of his people as his supreme
objective. He made -his mistakes as do
you and' I, but as a rule he was obedient.
His life commenced, continued, and culminated in the providence of God.
His Epitaph
" A prophet—whom the Lord knew face
to face."—M. B. I. Monthly.
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Nails Like Birds' Claws
Edgar L.
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Vincent

Fifteen miles square was the city of
ancient Babylon. Surrounded by walls
eighty-seven feet thick and three hundred
and fifty feet high. One hundred and fifty
folding gates of solid brass guarded the
entrances to the city. From the top of the
walls rose two hundred and fifty watchtowers, each one hundred feet high from
base to turret. Beautiful houses, elegantly
designed and elaborately ornamented. Public parks and unrivaled hanging gardens.
Could any city be more impregnable to attack by the most powerful enemy?
It looked great to the king as he walked
out on the veranda of the royal palace and
looked out over Babylon. W i t h his breast
puffed out with pride, Nebuchadnezzar
"spake, and said, Is not this great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the
kingdom by the might of my power, and
for the honour of my majesty?"
Scarcely had the words fallen from his
lips when the fateful word fell from Heaven "The kingdom is departed from thee"!
Babylon fell. All its greatness could not
save it. Out into the fields went the boastful king to live with the beasts, eating grass
as did the oxen, his body wet with the dew
of heaven, his hair grown like eagle's feathers, his nails like birds' claws. All this it
took to awaken Nebuchadnezzar to the
consciousness that human greatness is
nothing and that the Lord God Almighty is
the Ruler of the universe and that He will
be honored.
That was thousands of years ago. T h e
story of that stricken king is quite forgotten in these days of pride and self-seeking.
But men will do well to go back through

the centuries to the old city of Babylon and
its proud king and take warning before a
worse fate befalls them and the structures,
political, economical and financial which
they have builded. There is still a God in
Heaven, although by all too many this
truth is forgotten.
It took a bitter experience to bring reason to the mind of that banished king of
long ago. W h a t God will see fit to bring
upon us and our nation in order t o arouse
us to the absolute folly of the course we
are following as individuals and as a nation, who can say? There does not seem
to be a Daniel among us now; but God
can raise one up and should he come, his
warning might be too late to cause men to
"lift up their eyes to Heaven" and receive
the renewal of their understanding, so that
they, too would cry, " N o w I Nebuchadnezzar praise and honor the King of Heaven, all W h o s e works are truth and His
ways judgment, and those that walk in
pride He is able to abase."
But men keep on in their wicked ways
and say, "That never can come to us. God
is too good. He is very merciful." True,
and as just as He is merciful and good.
Looking up to Heaven the king of Babylon's reason was restored. God grant that
we, too, may look Godward; for He is still
able to abase those that walk in pride, and
He will do it!—Selected.
I find it would be no art, as I see now,
to make hypocrisy seem a goodly web, and
to go through the market as a saint among
men, and yet steal quietly to hell without
observation; so easy is it to deceive men.
Men see but as men, and they call ten
twenty and twenty an hundred; but to be
approved of God is no ordinary mercy.
—S. Rutherford.

THE GREATEST OF TREASURES
We may travel over mountain and meadow,
We may journey through valley and dell;
We may ride on the waves of the ocean,
And hear the sweet story they tell;
But unless we bear burdens for others,
And lift up the heads that are bent,
We can never hope to discover
That greatest of treasures, Content.
We may dwell in a place of splendor,
We may juggle with nuggets of gold,
But unless we are loving and tender,
Our hearts will be heavy and cold.
Help others. The way will grow brighter,
The way that the Nazarene went,
And lo, our own load will be lighter,
And we'll find that great treasure, Content.
—Christian Advocate.

"It pleased the Father that in Him should
all fulness dwell" (Col. 1:19).
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face above him. Tender fingers were bandaging the injured shoulder. He recognized
the woman as the missionary's wife.
"Lie still just a moment," she suggested
in a quiet voice. "My husband has probed
your shoulder and removed the bullet, and
we will have it bandaged in a moment."
"Kid, you saved my life that time," interposed Steve, who stood near at hand. "That
sure squares accounts for all I have done
for you."
By this time the steamer was approaching the wharf at Simcoe, a village of rough
log huts and Indian shacks, numbering a
population of two hundred.
"You must come to the Mission tomorrow
and have your wound dressed," Mason told
Ralph when they had landed.
"Thanks," Ralph replied, "but I guess it'll
be all right now."
"You had best take no chances with it,"
Mason cautioned him. "We can handle it in
good shape now, but if blood poison sets in,
there will be trouble to pay; perhaps, the
loss of an arm."
Ralph laughed as he turned aside. "I'll
take a chance," he said. "How much is the
bill?"
"Nothing at all. Glad to do that much for
you."
But Ralph would receive no favors
gratis. Be indebted to these folks? Not
much! Thrusting a bill in the missionary's
handj he followed Steve Martin to the latter's gambling den.
In less than a week, however, Ralph was
forced to give his shoulder serious attention.
Inflammation set in, and poisoning threatened. Much as he disliked further treatment at the hands of the missionaries, he
was willing to haye the shoulder treated.
For the first time in his life, he was worried
over himself.
"You didn't come here any too soon," Mason told him. "It will be a fight to get you
out of this."
And he told the truth. The next day
Ralph developed a high fever, and for a
week he was delirious more or less. Day
and night he was given steady attention,
never being left alone for a moment. After
that first week he began to gain, and was
then on the road to recovery.
"It was fortunate that we were partly established here," Mrs. Mason said one evening as they visited following supper. "Our
hospital would be better equipped but for
that fire which nearly destroyed our building. Of course it happened while we were
up the river, and we never have been able
to understand how it caught. Some folks
think it was of incendiary origin, but we
don't like to think so. However, we'll try it
again."
Daily contact with these people had softened Ralph's attitude toward them. As he
knew them better, he came to admire their
sincerity and courage. He became much
interested when Mrs. Mason unfolded her
plans and hopes to him, and recounted
events which had transpired on other fields;
of hygiene and sanitary work among the
Indians, and medical aid rendered in emer-

gency cases; of clinics, and most of all,
their Bible classes and Mission services.
"May I tell you about a young man by the
name of Ted Warner?" she inquired. "It
won't take long."
Ted Warner! Little did she know that
Ralph knew Ted before she did. Ted had
traveled with Steve Martin and Ralph; had
drank, gambled, cheated, and what not?
Steve and Ralph were bitter when Ted informed them he was through with them,
and was seeking life on a different level.
Steve had promised revenge for Ted's desertion, but it had never materialized. To
think that Ted was living a Christian life
was almost too much to conceive. Yet, it
must be true, according to the story Mrs.
Mason told him.
"And do you know I would trust my life
to that young man," she concluded. "From
the dregs of life where nobody had a particle of faith in him, he has risen to the
heights of trustworthiness. If anything
happened to shatter my faith in that young
man, it would nearly break my heart. He is
like our own child. That is what made the
great change in his life."
She pointed to the motto on the wall, the
one which Ralph had read several times
each day.
"HIM THAT COMETH TO ME I WILL
IN NO WISE CAST OUT."
"He cast himself on the Lord," Mrs. Mason explained, "and a wonderful transformation has taken place."
Six weeks later Ralph had fully recovered. He had left the hospital and gone back
with Steve. By this time the river had
frozen solid, and blizzards had laid a white
blanket over the North. Winter was there
again.
Ralph had been quiet since his illness,
and Steve was having difficulty to understand him. He was fearful of the influence
which might have affected Ralph, knowing
full well how Ted Warner had reacted to it.
Something must be done quickly to hold
Ralph with him; something that would effectually kill any tendency in the opposite
direction.
"I'll see you after this game, kid," Steve
said one night as he sat down to a chess
game. Rather unusual, yes, but Steve had
one crony with whom he played the game.
Ralph stood behind Steve to watch the play.
He watched the movements of kings, queens,
knights, and rooks, but most of all, the
pawns. When necessary to protect the
more important pieces or to gain advantage,
there was no hesitancy in sacrificing the
pawns. That was their purpose.
For a moment Ralph forgot the game as
a smouldering bit of thought burst into
flame. Was not that his relation to Steve?
Was not Steve using him as a pawn to save
himself? His suspicions had been aroused
lately and now as he returned his attention
to the game, his interest in the pawns increased.
"Kid, the thing I've waited for has at last
come to pass," Steve said when they were
alone again in a back room. "I've got Ted
Warner where he will do as I say or go to
jail. And when he does what I command,
those missionaries will be bankrupt. I'll
strike a —"
"That's enough, Steve," Ralph said, surprised at his own courage. "You don't need
to tell me more. I'm through with this
game, and am seeking something better."
"W-H-A-T!" Steve staggered as though
struck with a bomb.
Ralph trembled inwardly as he defied the
lion in his den, yet the words of the motto
blazed before him.
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Under New Management
L. L. Wightman
A S the small steamer pursued its way up
the great Mackensie, Ralph McLain
stood by the rail, watching the tamarack
swamps and jack-pine slopes as they dropped astern. The North was his country, the
only home he had ever known.
Home?
Ralph shrugged his shoulders as this
thought lingered momentarily. Home to him
was merely a place to stay—a place to hang
his hat. As far back as he could remember,
his existence had been of a migratory nature. Wherever Steve Martin had gone,
Ralph had accompanied him.
There was a soft step behind Ralph, and
a firm hand gripped him by the shoulder.
He turned to face Steve.
"They're on the boat, kid," the gambler
informed the youth, "and they're getting off
at Simcoe. Looks like we would have opposition." •
"They are determined to open the mission
and build that hospital?"
Steve nodded. "That fire made them more
determined than ever. I understand they
have two thousand dollars toward the enterprise."
A cloud darkened the youth's face. Was
it necessary for these folk to come to Simcoe? Steve had told him it threatened the
ruining of his business if these folk gained
a foothold in Simcoe. And Steve's business
was good! His gambling hall was the central place of attraction, and money poured
into his pocket steadily.
Perhaps these medical missionaries had a
right there Ralph admitted, but it was natural that he should side with Steve. The
gambler had adopted this orphan lad in a
way and the two had been inseparable for
several years. Under Steve's instruction
Ralph had become an adept in the tricks of
the gambler. Having known no other life,
he had become acclimated to his environment. Now at the thought that these folk
were trying to ruin Steve's business, bitterness filled Ralph's heart.
"Perhaps we'll have more to say about
the success of their plans," Ralph said, his
voice ringing with hatred.
"You said it, kid," the gambler replied,
patting him on the shoulder. A sly smile
lurked about the corner of his mouth; a
peculiar gleam flashed from his eyes, but
Ralph missed the significance.
An hour later Ralph stood by the rail on
the forward deck, his eyes intently fastened
on a group of gamblers who stood but a
few feet from him. Something in their action aroused his suspicions.
For a moment he lifted his eyes to the
upper deck, where Claude Mason and his
wife were viewing the river scene. As the
missionary glanced down, Ralph met his
look with a steady gaze of antagonism. A
hoarse cry caused Ralph to whirl. One of
the gamblers had stepped forward and aimed a gun at Steve. With a lightning movement Ralph leaped forward as the g u n
cracked. A searing pain shot through his
shoulder and he dropped to the deck. Things
went black before his eyes.
As he returned to consciousness a few
moments later, he was aware of a woman's
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"I've thought the matter through, Steve,
and decided I've been the devil's pawn long
enough. You've treated me white in some
ways, but I've never been more than a pawn
to you. My hopes have been aroused lately,
and I'm starting on a new road. You said
my saving your life squared our accounts,
so I have no guilty feelings over leaving
you."
"I guess you overlooked one thing, didn't
Steve asked, recovering quickly
you:
from the blow. "How about that fire that
destroyed the hospital? I've got three men
who will swear you started that fire while in
a fit of anger, and your word won't weigh
heavy against them. Stick with me or take
the consequences!"
A pawn again! Sacrificed to save another! The devil certainly held tight to a
man when he had him trapped. Ralph's face
paled, then he reacted with a burst of fury.
"Do your worst!" he defied Steve. "I refuse longer to be a pawn!"
Deciding to leave his past behind and
start anew where he was unknown, Ralph
set forth in the teeth of a blizzard. A trapper's cabin afforded him shelter for twentyfour hours until the storm abated, when he
again took the trail.
The night was light, a bright moon illuminating the broad expanse of white with its
darker patches of woods here and there.
The howl of a wolf reached Ralph's ears,
followed by answering cries. Rifle shots
came from ahead, splitting the silence of the
night.
Ralph quickened his pace, for a human
being was in danger. Reaching the crest of
a knoll, he saw a man fighting desperately,
using his rifle as a club against the pack
which sought to down him. The remainder
of the wolves were mixed in a deadly tangle
with the huskies.
Ralph's memory of the fight was blurred,
so swift was the action. He remembered
emptying a chamber of shells into the pack;
of seeing the man go down under the weight
of the snarling brutes; of leaping astride the
man and beating back the wolves by
strength and nerve alone; of dropping his
rifle and swinging his short ax. His arm
grew weary beneath the steady blows, his
legs weaved, his senses reeled. Then he
found himself alone with the unconscious
man and the survivors of the team.
He rolled the man over to examine him.
"Ted Warner!" he exclaimed, as the moonbeams revealed the familiar features. "And
what is this? "
A package slid from Ted's pocket. It had
been torn in the struggle and its contents
were readily recognizable. Ralph counted
the money. Two thousand dollars! The
conclusion was evident. Steve had applied
pressure, and Ted had taken the money the
Mason folk had raised for their Mission!
Ralph choked back his anger that his
reasoning might be clear. He settled down
to facts. To save Ted from being a thief;
to save Mrs. Mason heart agony because of
a broken confidence, he must take Ted to the
Mission for care, while he himself must appear as the thief.
Looking up into the expanse above, he
cried, " 0 , Jesus, who said that he who cometh to Thee shall in no wise be cast out, I
come to Thee now. Give me strength to
save Ted and the missionaries, even though
I go to jail for stealing the money."
Harnessing the remaining dogs, Ralph
made every moment count. Day was breaking when he reached the Mission. Ted was
badly injured.
"Wolves got him," Ralph explained as he
carried him within. In a few words he ex-

plained the situation. "And I returned this,"
he concluded, handing the money to Mr. Mason.
Mr. Mason thanked him profusely. "I'm
so glad it wasn't lost. Ted was taking it to
the contractor at the post so he could buy
supplies for us. Could you take it for u s ? "
Ralph hid his amazement by a hasty assent. Ted was not a thief! This was true.
Steve had exerted pressure, but to no avail.
Ted had One who provided strength. Turning to the missionaries, Ralph said, "Before
I go, I want you folk to know that I have
received Him into my life." Pointing to the
motto, he explained rapidly, "And I'm no
longer a pawn of Satan; I'm a child of the
King." And he was away on the trail.
—Gospel Herald.

have the elements of all that God requires
of man as a condition of salvation.

Heaven is Not Far Away
Alfred

S.

Rotz

If your heart is filled with glory
And your soul delights to pray,
And you love to tell the story,
Heaven is not far away.
If your life is spent for fesus
And you live just what you say.
Life will prove in all its stages,
Heaven is not far away.
If you doubt your Christ no longer
For your keeping day by day,
And your faith is growing stronger.
Heaven is not far away.
If you find your Saviour precious
And you for His kingdom pray
And esteem all sin outrageous.
Heaven is not far away.
If you long for Jesus' coming
And you look for Him each day.
And sometimes you feel like shouting,
Heaven is not far away.
If perchance your head is hoary
And you're near the close of day,
If your soul is filled with glory.
Heaven is not far away.

Repentance
C. M.

Ritchie

Repentance is a simple operation of the
mind understood by all persons, and in
some form practiced by all. You cannot
find a person who at some time has not
exercised repentance. You cannot find a
child who needs to be told what is meant
by being required to repent when he has
done a wrong thing; and in the emotions of
a child, when he feels sorry that he has
done wrong, and who resolves to make
confession of it and to do so no more, you

The Bible, especially the N e w Testament, is the handbook of repentance. It
commands it, it urges it, it enforces it, repeats it, drives it in everywhere. Over
sixty times repentance is enforced. The
great doctrine of repentance occupies a
very prominent place in the teaching of Jesus Christ and His Apostles.
They put John in prison for preaching
repentance, and that the doctrine should
be constantly proclaimed, as soon as John
was shut up, Jesus began where John left
off, and His first public sermon to the
world was on repentance. He knew where
to begin. "Repent," said Jesus. His last
commission was to go and preach repentance.
The words of our Lord Jesus Christ are
distinct, express and emphatic: "Except ye
repent, ye shall all likewise perish." All,
all, without exception need repentance toward God. It is not alone necessary for
thieves, murderers, drunkards, adulterers,
fornicators, and the inmates of prisons and
jails. N o , all are born of the seed of
Adam—all, without exception—need repentance toward God. All are born in sin,
and all must repent and be converted, if
they would be saved.
W h a t is repentance? It is not sorrow.
Sorrow for sin is one element of repentance, but you can be sorry without repentance. There is a kind of sentimental
sorrow, that weeps at funerals, and ordinary preaching and special preaching: it is
no good to cover God's altar with tears,
while your heart is in rebellion.
W h a t is repentance? It is not promising to do better. There are plenty of people wh o have been promising to do better
ever since they can remember. It is not
enough to promise. It means more than
that. "Repentance unto life is a saving
grace whereby a sinner out of a true sense
of sin, and apprehension of the mercy of
God in Christ, doth with grief and hatred
of his sin, turn from it unto God, with full
p u r p o s e of, and endeavor after new
obedience."
W h a t is repentance?
Coming is repentance. It is the response of the will. It
is the "I will" of the soul. It is putting
your hand on your heart and getting hold
of what has been your curse, the thing that
has charmed you. It is saying "I will die
before I sin again." Have you repented in
that fashion? Make a full surrender to
God.
Brother, listen to me once more. Repentance is such a beautiful thing that Jesus Himself said, "There is joy in heaven
over one sinner that repenteth." Have you
repented along that line?— The Youth's
Evangelist.
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BRUBAKER-KLINEDINSR—On the evening
of O c t o b e r 6, a t t h e h o m e of R e v . J . R o y
A s p e r t h e officiating m i n i s t e r , t h e r e w a s s o l m nized t h e m a r r i a g e of Sr. L e a h B. K l i n e d i n s r
of M e c h a n i c s b u r g , P a . , t o B r o . H e n r y B . B r u b a k e r , of C a m p b e l l s t o w n , P a . M a y G o d ' s r i c h
b l e s s i n g s a t t e n d t h e m t h r o u g h life.
BTTCKWALTER-ENCH.E—On A u g u s t 23 a t
4:00 p. m. S u n d a y , in t h e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t
C h u r c h , U p l a n d , Calif., A m o s H e r s h e y B u c k w a i t e r , s o n of B r o . a n d Sr. S. M. B u c k w a l t e r ,
of U p l a n d , Calif., a n d Alice E n g l e , d a u g h t e r of
B r o . a n d Sr. H o f f m a n E n g l e , U p l a n d , Calif.,
w e r e u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e b y R e v . H . W . B u c k w a i t e r , of P a s a d e n a . A l a r g e n u m b e r of r e l a tives a n d friends were p r e s e n t to w i t n e s s th e
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c e r e m o n y a n d w i s h t h e m God's richest blessi n g on t h e i r m a r r i e d life.
E S H E L M A N - L O N O - O n A u g u s t 1, a t 4:00
p. m. a t t h e United B r e t h r e n Church, E p h r a t a ,
P a . , t h e r e w a s s o l e m n i z e d t h e m a r r i a g e of
C h a r l e s R i c h a r d E s h e l m a n , s o n of B r o . a n d Sr.
J o s e p h A. E s h l e m a n , C h o c o l a t e Ave., F l o r i n ,
P a . , a n d E s t e l l a M a y L o n g , d a u g h t e r of M r s .
E s t e l l a L o n g of A n n v i l l e , P a . T h e c e r e m o n y
w a s performed by the Rev. G r a nt Umberger.
M a y t h e b l e s s i n g of God a t t e n d t h e m .
LICHTENBEROrER - Z I M M E R M A N — B r o .
P a u l , s o n of B r o . a n d Sr. F r e d L i c h t e n b e r g e r
a n d Sr. D o r i s , d a u g h t e r of B r o . a n d Sr. F r a n k
Z i m m e r m a n , b o t h of B l a c k Creek, Ont., w e r e
u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e on W e d n e s d a y , A p r i l 9th,
1936, a t t h e h o m e of t h e b r i d e ' s p a r e n t s . B i s h .
B e r t S h e r k officiating.
We wish them the
b l e s s i n g of God.
P E A R S O N - S T O R M — W a l t e r , s o n of M r .
H e n r y P e a r s o n a n d wife, a n d E l v a , y o u n g e s t
d a u g h t e r of B r o . P e t e r S t o r m a n d wife , we.re
u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e on T h u r s d a y , S e p t e m b e r
24th, 1936, a t t h e h o m e of t h e officiating m i n i s t e r , B i s h . B e r t S h e r k , a l l of S t e v e n s v i l l e ,
Ont. M a y t h e Lord bless t h i s union for H i s
glory.
WINCrER-HOTJRE—On T h u r s d a y , O c t o b e r 8,
a t 9 p. m . a t t h e h o m e of t h e officiating m i n i s t e r , E l d . M a r s h a l l W i n g e r , of St. A n n s , Ont.,
u n c l e of t h e g r o o m , t h e r e o c c u r r e d t h e m a r r i a g e of M r . J o s e p h W i n g e r , s e c o n d s o n of
Bro. P a u l W i n g e r , d e c e a s e d a n d Sr. N a n c y
W i n g e r of R i d g w a y , Ont., t o M i s s F l o r e n c e
H o u r e , o n l y d a u g h t e r of M r . a n d M r s . N o r m a n
H o u r e of R i d g w a y , O n t . M a y G o d ' s r i c h e s t
b l e s s i n g s a t t e n d t h e m t h r o u g h life.

Obituaries
KIMMEIi—John Oliver K i m m e l w a s born
Oct. 5, 1877 in S o m e r s e t , P e n n . , a n d d e p a r t e d
t h i s life Oct. 8, 1936, in P a s a d e n a , Calif.
M r . K i m m e l w a s n o t a m e m b e r of t h e
B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t C h u r c h , b u t g a v e e v i d e n c e
of h i s f a i t h in C h r i s t a n d g r e a t l y a p p r e c i a t e d
t h e v i s i t s of B r o . B u c k w a l t e r .
Several times
w h e n h e h a d s e v e r e h e a r t a t t a c k s ( h e w a s afflicted w i t h a r t h r i t i s ) h e s e n t t o t h e c h u r c h r e q u e s t i n g s p e c i a l p r a y e r on h i s behalf.. H e
g r e a t l y a p p r e c i a t e d t h e relief h e experienced
on t h e s e o c c a s i o n s . Sr. A n n a N o e l s w a s h i s
n u r s e for the last ten years.
F u n e r a l s e r v i c e s w e r e c o n d u c t e d in t h e R e y n o l d s a n d E b e r s o l e c h a p e l , P a s a d e n a , Calif.,
by Rev. H. W. Buckwalter.
Interment was
m a d e in t h e S o m e r s e t c e m e t e r y , S o m e r s e t ,
Penn.

TELL IT
Beloved, it is your duty to acknowledge
all that God has done for you. Satan may
suggest that it would savor of boasting, but
he is yet true to his nature—a liar, and the
father of lies. Christ, the great Physician
of your soul, requires you to confess Him
before men. If He has healed you, removed your guilt, washed away your defilement, taken possession of your heart and
blessed you with His gracious presence and
Spirit, it is your bounden duty and should
be your highest pleasure to exalt Him before men. Sound His praise everywhere.
Let all.around you know that grace has set
you free. Your very confession will make
men feel that the arms of bleeding mercy
are stretched out toward them. Oh, the
power of simple Christian testimony.
•—Unknown.
"Exalted be the God of the Rock of
my salvation" (II Sam. 22:47).
The challenge today is the closed door.
—Rufus M. Jones.
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THE AMEN

CORNER

You a s k m e w h y I l o o k s o s a d , 'a s a y i n g n o t a
word.
W h y , B e c k y , t h o u g h t s of l o n g a g o m y m e m o r y
have stirred;
I ' m t h i n k i n g of t h a t m e e t i n ' h o u s e w h e r e
p r e a c h e d old f a t h e r H o r n e r ,
B u t m o s t l y I've been t h i n k i n g 'bout t h a t dear
old A m e n C o r n e r .
T h o s e d a y s h a v e l o n g s i n c e fled a n d g o n e , d e a r
friends have passed away,
And e v e n t h a t old m e e t i n ' h o u s e is g o i n g t o
decay,
I look a r o u n d a m o n g t h e f o l k s if a n y I m a y
see,
B u t a l l a r e gone, it s e e m s t o m e , b u t , B e c k y ,
you and me.
I s e e t h e d e a r old c o r n e r y e t , ' t w a s c l o s e b e side t h e a l t a r ;
T h o s e good old s a i n t s w h o s e s e a t s w e r e t h e r e
had faith that would not falter;
T h e i r h e a r t s w e r e all a g l o w w i t h love, t h e i r
s h o u t s would awe t h e scorner.
L i k e t h u n d e r c l a p s t h e i r loud A m e n s w o u l d
shake the amen corner.
I n d e e d it s e e m e d s o m e t i m e s w e s a t b y cool
Silbam's fountain,
And t h e n a g a i n w e s e e m e d t o s t a n d b y Sinai's awful mountain;
N o m a t t e r w h a t t h e t e x t m i g h t be, fo r s i n ner, s a i n t or mourner,
T h e r e a l w a y s flamed t h e S p i r i t ' s fire a r o u n d
the amen corner.
I t w a s a s if t h e P e n t e c o s t w i t h
flaming
t o n g u e s of Are
W a s still abringing heaven down and lifting
souls up higher;
A n d l o u d a s w a s t h e e a r n e s t v o i c e of d e a r
old F a t h e r H o r n e r ,
F a r louder were the glad a m e n s t h a t shook
the a m e n corner.
T h a t d e a r old s p o t w a s h o l y g r o u n d , t h e v e r y
g a t e of h e a v e n ;
T h e g l o r y cloud s e e m e d r e s t i n g d o w n b y m e r c y
showers riven;
The m a n n a and the smitten rock our h u n g r y
souls sustaining
Along the road beset w i t h foes from E g y p t
u p to C a n a a n .
The t e a r s will dim m y failing eyes, m y h e a r t
get almost broken,
W h e n n o w I ' m in a m e e t i n g h o u s e w i t h o u t a n
a m e n spoken,
O u r p r e a c h e r is a l e a r n e d m a n , n o t m u c h like
Father Horner,
H e p r e a c h e s w h i l e t h e p e o p l e s n o r e in t h a t
old a m e n c o r n e r .
T h e y ' v e g o t a. b r a n ' n e w m e e t i n g h o u s e w i t h
c u s h i o n s f o r t h e p e o p l e,
And w i n d o w s m a d e of p a i n t e d g l a s s , a n d on
top a steeple,
An o r g a n d o e s t h e r a i s i n g n o w , t h e r e ' s n o
bench for t h e mourner,
T h e y ' v e b r u s s e l s c a r p e t on t h e
floor,
but
Where's the a m e n c o r n e r ?
S o m e t i m e s , I well r e m e m b e r y e t , t h i n g s s e e m ed a l i t t l e d r e a r y ,
The m e e t i n g seemed a little slow, t h e people
dull and weary,
And t h e n t h e v i c t o r y s e e m e d t o b e w i t h S a t a n
and the scorner
Until a h a l l e l u j a h b r o k e f r o m o u t t h e a m e n
corner.
Then quick a s lightning things would change,
t h e foe w o u l d flee b e f o r e u s ,
And s h o u t s of " G l o r y , " " p r a i s e t h e L o r d , "
w o u l d b l e n d in m i g h t y c h o r u s ;
I t e l l you, B e c k y , ' t i s a t r u t h , i t c h e e r e d t h e
weakest mourner,
Old S a t a n n e v e r c o u l d p r e v a i l a g a i n s t t h e
a m e n corner.
I tell y o u , B e c k y , I b e l i e v e t h a t ' s w h y w e
keep retreating,
The world and Sata n h a v e combined to give
the church a beating;
They say they've got a better way, religion
h a s no m o u r n e r .
And so t h e y ' v e s m a s h e d t h e m o u r n e r ' s b e n c h
and killed the a m e n corner.
B u t f r i e n d s , t h e r e ' s one t h i n g c o m f o r t s m e ,
t h e c h u r c h will be a s t a n d i n g
W h e n S a t a n a n d h i s scoffing c r e w h a v e m a d e
a final l a n d i n g ;
T h e c h u r c h ' s b u i l t on solid r o c k a n d p r o o f
against the scorner,
W e ' l l find t h e N e w J e r u s a l e m m u c h l i k e t h e
a m e n corner.
—Selected.
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Our Mail Bag
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Penn., in charge
of H. G. Miller and wife; Emma Crider.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y., in charge
of E. C. Bossert and wife.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111., in charge of
Sarah H. Bert, Supt.; C. J. Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson;
Harriet Gough; Alice K. Albright; Esther Bert.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio, in charge of
W. If. and Susie Boyer, fiva Dick, Angeline Cox.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St, Philadelphia, Penn., in
charge of Charles Nye and wife, Barbara Hitz, Mary Sentz.
San Francisco Mission. Life Line Gospel Mission, 832 Kearney
St., Walter L. Reighard, Pastor, Sadie Reighard, Anna
Mary Royer. Res. 473 Guerrero St., Phone, UNderhill 4820.
Welland Mission, 3S Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., In charge
of Jonathan Lyons and wife, Elizabeth Brabaker, Rosa Eyster.

Rural Missions
Houghton, Ont., Can., in charge of Edward Gilmore and wife,
Idellus Sider.
Kentucky, Garlin, in charge of Albert Engle and wife, Kathryn
J. Wengert, Ruth Dourte.
Kentucky, Home Evangel, in charge of J. Paul George and wife.
Mount Carmel Mission, Gladwin, Mich., in charge of Heniy
Heisey and wife.
Paddockwood Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, in
charge of Albert Cober and wife, and Helen Bowers.

Mission Pastorates
Clear Creek, Penn., in charge of Harry Fink.
Granville, Penn., in charge of Allen G. Brubaker, assisted
by Frances Myers.
Orlando, Florida, in charge of Floyd M. Wingert.
Rays Cove, Penn., to be supplied.
Saxton and Sherman Valley, Penn., in charge of Roscoe Ebersole and wife, assisted by Iola Dixon, Bertha Wingert.
Sylvatus, Va., in charge of D. E. Jennings.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Penn., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Rhoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. and Sr. Joseph Musser, 1175
Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
This department is intended for general church news. Concise
reports of missions, revival campaigns, Bible Conferences, and
definite testimonies. All reports and testimonies must necessarily be condensed. Copy should reach us two weeks preceding
the date of issue. Evangelistic slates will gladly be printed
when furnished us in proper form.—Editor.

EVANGELISTIC SLATE

ELD, MARSHALL WINGER, St. Anns, Ont.
Oct. 11th—Zion Church, Abilene, Kansas.
Nov. 2nd—Abilene Church, Abilene, Kansas.
Nov. 23d—Belle Springs Church, Navarre,
Kansas.
LOVE FEASTS
Abilene

Kansas

Nov. 7. 8

Michigan.

Gladwin
Oct. 31-Nov. 1
Carland
Nov. 14, 15
The Michigan District Council will be on
Monday following the Mooretown love feast.
. Ohio
Springfield
_
Oct. 31-Nov. 1
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 7, 8
Valley Chapel, Canton, Ohio
Nov. 14, 15
Pennsylvania
Graterford
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1
COMMUNION SERVICE AND REVIVAL
Juniata and Mifflin Co. District will have a
Communion service at the Cedar Grove Church,
Saturday evening, November 7, followed by a
revival meeting, to be held by Elder Jesse Oldham. Invitation to all.
MARTINSBTTRG, PA.
Saturday forenoon, Oct. 31, 1936—Harvest
Meeting.
Saturday afternoon and evening and Sunday morning, Oct. 31st and Nov. 1st, 1936—
Dove Feast.

Jesus Christ is no security against storms,
but He is perfect security in storms. He
has never promised an easy passage; only
a safe landing.—Selected.
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LIFE LINE GOSPEL MISSION
Beloved in the Dord, Greetings:—
We humbly submit our first report _since
coming to San Francisco in July. "Hitherto
hath the Dord helped us." We do praise Him
for definitely answering prayer thru His faithful children. We thank the brotherhood for
your prayers and support in a material way.
Words fail to convey our deep appreciation to
our brotherhood and others. Thanks, and the
Dord reward you in a spiritual and material
way. We shall endeavor to use your offerings
prayerfully and to the best advantage possible.
Our open air services are encouraging at
times, then again we wonder if any one is getting the truth. "Sow the seed by all waters."
"He that observeth this wind shall not sow;
and he that regardeth the clouds shall not
reap." "Be instant in season and out of season." By His grace we shall continue to
preach the Word to the many or few. We
shall be rewarded for our faith—fulness and
not success as it might seem in the eyes of
man.
As we had written a brief description of our
work a short while after being here we shall
not reiterate. The total attendance in the hall
for the month of September was 570. We also
had the privilege of praying with some and
the Dord alone knows the extent of surrender
in those hearts. We shall endeavor to throw
out the DIFE DINE to danger fraught men.
They pass the hall in throngs but the sadness
is that you cannot win them to the One who
loves and died for them. We covet TOUR
prayers in our behalf.
We are planning a ten days' revival beginning October 15th-25th. Saturday evening of
the 24th will be our communion. We are expecting our dear Brother Wagaman to be with
us and other brethren. Pray for this revival.
Financial Report
J u l y 27th to August 1st
Receipts
Balance carried forward
$15.00
Hall offerings
6.45
Bro. Dozier
2.10
Bro. Basich
2.80

House incidentals
Special for canning
Furniture
Rent
Car fare
Phone
Gas and electric

345
10..80
6.06
11.63
25.00
2.35
1.84
2.32

Hall rent
Electricity
Water deposit
Printing

$88.64
$20.00
2.32
2.50
1.00

Auto expenses

$25.82
10.79

$125.25
Balance October 1st
$205.97
A. J. Heise, estate. Savings account —.$150.00
Balance October 1st
$55.97
Special offering for the H. M. B. T
$17.00
Due to the canning season and the pendingstrike we were advised to lay in a food supply
which makes this month's report rather large.
Due to the pending strike food prices are ascending. Three years ago when there was "a
strike similar to the present one it continued
for three months and they perdict this one to
continue longer. So on the strength of advice
we laid in an extra supply of foods.
Donations: Bro. and Sr. Wagaman, J. B.
Wingerd, Bro. Basich, Bro. Dozier, Bro. Togninalli.
In Christian fellowship,
The Workers.
W. D. and Sadie Reighard
Anna Mary Royer.
MISSION REPORT PROM BUFFALO

It is with pleasure that we send greetings
of love to all the dear Visitor family through
the precious name of Jesus. We praise Him
because His blood still atones for us, and His
power still keeps us, glory to His dear name
for ever more, Amen.
The attendance was not so large during the
summer months. We are sorry t h a t some people seem to be drawn away by the attractions
the world. Oh„ how good it is to be satis$26.35 of
fied in Jesus. W h W s c h o o l closes the attendExpenditures
ance falls off irt {He^cTty. Now that day school
Auto—gas and servicing
$ 2.80
is called agailf \ve are glad t h a t the number
Church news
2.10
larger in service also. We do thank the
Table supplies
4.51 is
Dord for the faithful few who realize the responsibility
the work, and may be depended
$ 9.41 upon to be of
at their post of duty. May the
Balance on hand August 1st
$16.94
Dord
bless
them,
and enrich their lives.
August Receipts
We were favored by a visit from three
Balance carried forward
$16.94
quartettes this summer.
The congregation
Hall offerings
69.56
manifested their appreciation of the programs
Sr. Maggie Sollenberger, (bal. due miss.) 37.23
given
by
filling
the
chapel
each
time. It was
Bro. Dozier
10.00
an inspiration to listen to the spiritual songs
Sr. Elizabeth Bohen
2.00
and
testimonies.
May
the
blessing
of the Dord
Bro. Dozier, "special"
15.00
rest on all our young people to the glory of
A Brother
1.00
God.
Mr. McKenzie
1.00
Our congregation has also been very richly
Upland, Calif., congregation
60.00
blessed by the visit of a number of our dear
Bro. and Sr. N. T. Franklin
1.00
missionaries.
Bishop and Sister Dick were
Bro. and Sr. Kenneth Green, Okla
3.00
with us twice. Sr. Anna Steckley and Sr.
Palmyra S. S., Penn
5.00
Yoder also held services here. Sr. Steckley
was a worker here at the Mission before she
Total
$221.73
went to India.
Expenditures
The Dord has blessed us with a very preTable supplies
$23.75
cious atmosphere in the services. A few souls
House incidentals
7.35
have
sought the Dord, and their testimonies
Rugs
:
21.42
are proving an inspiration to all. We also
Installing phone and rent
6.00
thank the Dord for the-definite healings which
Gas and electricity
2.45 He
has worked in our congregation. We are
Heater
7.71
deeply concerned about the welfare of the
House rent
25.00
young. There are some who ought to be in
the fold. We ask you to pray earnestly that
$93.65
they will be brought into the realization of
Hall rent
$20.00
their lost condition, and seek God.
Hall—electric, water, printing, etc
9.43
Financial Report for April
Receipts—Bro. and Sr. Monkelbaan $2.00;
$29.43
Bro.
and
Sr.
Troost $8.00; Sr. Bernice HenderAuto expenses
$ 8.66
son $5.00; Sr. Mabel Sider $5.00; Special offerCar fare
1.75
ing $6.00; I. H. N. $1.25; Sr. Pearl Winger
$10.00; Sr. Bessie Milne $2.00; Sr. Clara Dyons
$10.41
$5.00; Bro. and Sr. W. Hexemer $5.00. Total $49.25.
Total
$133.49
Expenditures—Table $41.24; sundries $2.15;
Balance September 1st
$88.24
gas $2.65; electric $3.05; fuel $10.12; teleDonations: Bro. Dozier, Bro. Basich, Bro.
phone $3.00. Total, $62.21.
and Sr. N. T. Franklin, Bro. and Sr. J. B.
Financial Report for May
Wingerd.
Receipts—Bro. and Sr. Troost $10.00; Bro.
September Receipts
Balance carried forward
$88.24 and Sr. Monkelbaan $2.00; Sr. Bernice Henderson $5.00; Sr. Bessie Milne $4.00; Sr. Alice
Bro. Dozier
10.00
Blunt $3.00; Palmyra S. S. $5.00; Bro. and Sr
Bro. DeHart, San Jose, Calif
1.00
Morris
Hoover $5.00; Sr. Evelyn Mater $5.00Rev. Nordback
2.00
Bro. and Sr. Hexemer $5.00; Sr. Mabel Sider
Pasadena, Calif., congregation
11.00
Sr. Gladys Shauntz $5.00; Sr. Clara
Hall offerings
59.10 . $5.00;
Dyons $5.00; Sr. Pearl Winger $5.00. Total $65.
Bro. and Sr. Reighard "tithe"
3.60
Expenditures—Provisions $31.99; Sundries
Waukena, Calif., S. S
6.28
$3.02; gas $2.60; electric $2.73; telephone $3.00;
A. J. Heise estate
150.00
water $1.20. Total $44.54.
Financial Report for June
Total receipts
$331.22
Receipts—Sr. Bernice Henderson $5.00; Sr
Expenditures
Table supplies
$28.64 Melba Martin; Bro. and Sr. Church $1.00; Bro
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and Sr. Hoover $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Troost
$8.00; Bro. and Sr. Monkelbaan $2.00; Sr. Bessie Milne $3.00; Sr. Lena Lapp $5.00; Sr. Mabel
Jones $5.00; Sr. Alice Blunt $5.00; Sr. Pearl
Winger $5.00. Total $47.00.
Expenditures—Provisions $41.97; sundries
$7.68; gas $4.99; electric $2.76; telephone $3.00.
Total $60.31.
Financial Report for July
Receipts—Sr. Bernice Henderson $5.00; Sr.
Ruth Shoalts $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Monkelbaan
$2.00; Bro. and Sr. Troast $8.00; Sr. Susie
Troyer $5.00; Sr. Mildren Winger $3.00; Bro.
and Sr. Hexemer $5.00; Sr. Pearl Winger $5.00;
special offering $10.43. Total $43.43.
Expenditures—Provisions $42.23; sundries
$2.81; gas $3.20; electric $2.55; telephone $3.00.
Total $53.79.
Financial Report for August
Receipts—Sr. Alice Blunt $7.00; Sr. Bessie
Milne $2.00; Sr. Clara Lyons $5.00; Bro. and
Sr. Monkelbaan $2.00; Sr. Ruth Climenhaga
$10.00; a good friend $10.00; Michigan brethren
$5.00; Bro. and Sr. Eli Cinder $1.00; Bro. and
Sr. Hexemer $5.00. Total $65.00.
Expenditures — Provisions $53.00; sundries
$4.00; gas $1.95; electric $2.00; telephone $3.00;
water $1.20. Total $65.75.
Financial Report for September
Receipts—Bro. W. O. Winger family $3.00
Sr Mabel Jones $5.00; Sr. Pearl Winger $5.00
Bro. and Sr. Monkelbaan $2.00; Bro. and Sr
Jesse Winger $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Troast $8.00
Sr. Bessie Milne $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Hoover
$5.00; Sr. Clara Lyons $5.00; Sr. Susie Troyer
$6.00; Bro. and Sr. Hexemer $5.00; Sr. Mabel
Sider $5.00; Sr. Lydia Sehrock $2.00; Sr. Melba
Martin $3.00; a friend $1.00. Total $65.00.
Expenditures — Provisions $58.22; sundries
$3.12; gas $1.95; electric $2.59; telephone $3.00.
Total $68.84. Balance on hand $10.19.
May the blessing of the Lord rest on all
who contributed in any way toward the support of this work.
E. C. and Sr. Bossert.

G. G. Lyons
Grantham S. S
Bro. Barwell
Sr. Mable Shank
A Sister for auto tires
In His Name for auto tires
Paul Wolgemuth
D. W. Brehm
Lester Shelly
Bro. Wiebe
Hall offerings
Balance on hand July 1st

24.62
16.87
50,
5.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
76.98
15.16

many may never enter a church door or get
anyplace where the Gospel is given by word
or song. Therefore these are wonderful opportunities to lift up Christ, and may we be
found faithful. Then, too, the many homes we
get into where we may point souls to Christ,
also in sick rooms or in hospitals. Paul said,
"Just so Christ is preached for God's Word
shall not return void, but accomplish t h a t
whereunto it is sent."
I am thinking of an
aged sister, 80 years old, who was anointed and
prayed for, whom the Lord raised up from
the sick bed and later was baptized, and is
rejoicing in the God of the salvation. We
know that Jesus never fails, therefore we can
point men and women to the all-sufficient One.
We were glad to have the Aeolian Quartette
with us for a short period of time, glad that
the children enjoyed the Vacation Bible School
and the choruses t h a t were sung were a great
help and inspiration to all here during these
sisters' stay. We had a week of evangelistic
services. There were those who came to the
altar for spiritual help, and God's children
were built up in faith and love.
Sr. Edna Schock has left to answer a call
from the Canadian Bible School to help in the
work there. May the Lord use her in her efforts there.
May we all be found true and faithful till
Jesus comes. We thank all who have helped in
the work here, by their prayers and means,
and may we be co-laborers together with Him
till Jesus comes.
Financial Report for July, Aug., Sept., '36
Balance on hand July 1
$ 9.17
Individual offerings
Mrs. John Williams
3.00
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Eckhardt
2.50
Hazel Compton
1.00
A friend of Missions
_
4.00
Alida Wolgemuth
3.00
Frances Myers
1.00
Catherine Myers
5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Miller
3.00
Miss Myers
1.00
Phila. S. S., (for coal)
9:25
Gladys Shauntz
6.50
Mastersonville
10.00
Ethel Climenhaga
5.00
Emma Green
1.00
Mrs. Shettler
2.00
Manheim S. S
15.00
Mr. and Hrs. Abram Martin
5.00
Ruth Simmons
3.00
Grantham S. S
18.13
Bertha Engle
50

W E H A H D MISSION QUARTERLY REPORT
July, August, September
Another three months 0 Jjav^ passed, and we
have left behind, foot p r g i ^ j o n the sands of
time, and the apostle s&y,se}{i J^Cor. 11:1, follow me as I follow Christ. Those foot prints
which we have left behind will no doubt have
an infuence on those who follow after.
How important it is for us to take inventory
of our lives and compare it with the demands
of the Gospel and see whether we fall short,
and those who may follow our foot prints,
would fail of the saints' reward.
We praise God for His faithfulness to us,
in supplying our needs during the past three
months. The work has been moving on without any great changes, however there are
some things which cause us to rejoice, and
others, in which if we would have had our
choosing we no doubt would have planned it
differently. Bro. and Sr. Tucker and family
have moved away a distance of over a hundred
miles, and we miss them very much in our
services. Bro. Tucker being employed as a
foreman on the railroad, was moved to take
his place so many miles away.
Our S. S. through the past summer months
has fallen away in attendance, hoowever this
is something which is not unusual since there
are so many families who on the Lord's day
take their children and spend the day a t the
beaches, others have cottages, and spend their
summer months at those places, and sad to
say, spiritual help is a total stranger at those
places. But may we the Brethren in Christ,
who believe in separation not by appearance
only, but by the renewing of our minds, and
hearts surrendered to the will of God, remain
unspotted.
We held our tent meeting during the month
of July, with Eld. Grabill Wolgemuth as evangelist. We praise God for the way Bro. Wolgemuth allowed himself to be used, in bringing forth messages which caused people to
realize their need, and a number bowed a t the
altar and confessed their sins.
The meetings closed with good interest. The
last day of August we had a baptismal service, when three precious souls followed the
Lord in the ordinance of baptism. One other
was reclaimed. We praise the Lord that the
Spirit still operates and some become obedient, while our hearts are made sad seeing the
many who refuse and continue in the ways of
sin.
Financial Report
Receipts
In His name .-.
$ 1.50
Sr. Miller
1.00
A Sister, Pa
1.00
A Brother
.'.
5.00
Sr. Miller
_
1.00
Clara E. Lyons
5.00

Total
$168.63
Expenditures
Table account including fruit and sugar
for canning
$46.03
Electric bill
5.02
Gas
5.13
Telephone
7.73
Toweling and bed linen
3.00
Taxes
23.40
Discount on check
18
Coal
17.50
Auto tires and tubes
22.00
Water
:
2.88
Gasoline
9.21
Miscellaneous
14.09
For hauling and wireing tent
5.00
For inspection and electricity for tent — 3.60
.Total
$164.77
Other donations were given by: Bro. L.
Shoalts, Bro. Falkenhagen, Bro. and Sr. Gilmore, Bro. Chambers, Bro. Geo. Sider, Bro. and
Sr. MacKenzie, Bro: Christian Sider, Bro. Jessie Sider, Clara and .Mary Lyons, Bro. Jacob
Reichard, Bro. Dennies and Bro. and Sr. Herb
Sider; also a nice set of dishes was donated
by Mary and Clara Lyons.
We feel very, grateful to all the dear ones
who helped to make this report possible and
pray God may richly reward you all. To Him
be glory and honor for His kind dealing with
us.
Tours for souls,
Jonathan Lyons, wife and workers.
VIRGINIA NEWS
Bethel Mission, Sylvatus, V a ,
Dear Brethren:
Since it has been a long while since we wrote
a letter to you through the "Visitor," we
thought we had better write a few lines again.
F i r s t we thank God for keeping us through
sunshine and rain; through light and through
darkness; through encouragement and through
discouragement—His love never faileth.
The summer has passed by very quickly.
Seemed strange to have no one with us for revival meetings this year, but we have the little that we could. Have j u s t concluded our
second series of meetings. Had good interest,
and epecially a t the last place. We had had
an invitation for some time to come to a place
we had never had services, so a t last our way
was open amidst much labor to attempt a
meeting. We had splendid attendance and
good attention and a number of hands for
prayer, and we hope that the sowing of the
seed will mean the eternal gain of some one.
The schoolhouses in Pulaski county are
still closed to services, so we are unable to do
much there at present.
Our Sunday school goes on about as usual.
We appreciated very much the Vacation
schools conducted early in the summer by Srs.
Mary Snider and Dorothy Martin of Elizabethtown. The schools were not so large as
usual, but the interest was good and the work
worthwhile.
We covet the prayers of those who still have
the work at heart, and we have appreciated
very much the letters of MUCH encouragement t h a t we have received from time to time
from dear ones that are interested in the work
here. So keep praying for us and we will
by His help do the little that we can.
Yours as ever, in the service of our King,
Denny and Marie Jennings.
PHILADELPHIA MISSION REPORT
3423 N. 2nd St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
To the Brethren and Sisters of the "Visitor"
family, greetings:
Another three months of work for the Lord
have gone on record and He is the One t h a t
does keep the account. Many were the contacts t h a t were made with individuals. Some
whom we may never again meet in this life,
therefore it means so much what is done and
said so souls will be helped and God be glorified. There are many burdened and depressed
hearts who need our prayers and sympathies.
May we not disappoint them, but may we always have a word of comfort and cheer as
we meet these needy ones. Glad for the open
air services, where Christ could be upheld as

Mission Offerings
Total
Expenditures
Groceries
House furnishing
Gas bill

$98.88
43.23
$151.28
$91.62
26.30
7.95

$144.37
Balance Oct. 1, 193 6
$ 6.91
Other donations by Elizabeth Kraybill, Ruth
Sollengerber, Eld. and Mrs. Abner Martin, Ruth
Oberholzer, Rebecca Schock, Hilda Uebel, Alida
Wolgemuth, Eld. and Mrs. E. H. Hess, Myra
Lesher, Katie A. Moyer, Isaiah Schock, Catherine Eyer, Gladys Shauntz, Agnes Holmes,
Eld. and Mrs. C. H. Moyer, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Landis.
Charity Fund
Report for July, Aug., Sept., 1936
Balance, July 1, 1936
$13.00
Offerings from Wednesday evening
prayer meeting
22.28
Total expenditures

$35.28
19.19

Oct. 1, Leaving a balance of
$16.09
Bread given out to the needy t h a t was received from the American Stores Bakery. We
too, are glad to help the cause of Christ in this
way, knowing that the Lord will bless all that
is done in the name of the Lord.
Tours for souls,
Barbara E. Hitz, Mary E. Sentz.
BIBLE CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
To be held (D. V.) in the Brethren in Christ
(Tunker) Church, Gormley, Ont.
NOVEMBER 15 and 16, 1936
Sunday Forenoon
10:00 Sunday School
11:00 Devotional
11:15-12:00 Sermon by C. N. Hostetter, Jj>.,
Grantham, Pa.
Sunday Afternoon
2:00 Devotional
2:15-2:45 Church Discipline, What, When
and How. Discussion
P. J. Wiebe, Preston, Ont.
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2:45-3:15 The Value of Knowing God's Word
Jacob Kuhns, Mt. Joy, Pa.
3:15-4:00 Sacredness of the Lord's Day, and
How Kept
Jesse Steckley, Gormley, Ont.
Sunday Evening
7:00 Devotional
7:15-8:00 Behold the Bridegroom Cometh
Jesse R. Steckley, Gormley, Ont.
8:00-9:00 Evangelistic
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Grantham, Pa.
Monday Forenoon
10:00 Devotional
10:15-10:45 Home Atmosphere
Henry Hostetter, Washington Boro, Pa.
10:45-11:20 Dangers that Confront Us as a
Church, and How Shall We Meet Them?
B. J. Swalm, Duntroon, Ont.
11:30-12:00 Bible Teaching on Tithing and
Giving
A. L. Winger, Gormley, Ont.
Monday Afternoon
2:00 Devotional
2:15-2:45 Workers Together With Him
Henry Hostetter, Washington Boro, Pa.
3:00-3:30 Building Safely
E. J. Swalm, Duntroon, Ont.
3:30-4:00 Reverence for the House of God
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Grantham, Pa.
Monday Evening'
7:00 Devotional
7:15-7:35 The Value of Bible School to the
Church
P. J. Wiebe, Preston, Ont.
7:35-8:00 Twentieth Century Challenge to the
Church
Jacob Kuhns, Mt. Joy, Pa.
8:00-9:00 Evangelistic
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Grantham, Pa.
Bible Conference Committee:
Orla L. Heise
Clifford L. Winger
Edgar J. Steckley
EVERYBODY WELCOME

their home so very miserable, left about a
month after she was saved, leaving a note
that he would never bother them again and
that he was leaving never to return. She has
never seen nor heard a thing of him since.
Their home is much happier since he is gone
and yet there is a real heaviness hanging over
her, the thought continually in her mind, if he
ever will return and where he is, etc. So
please do not fail to pray for her. Our hearts
rejoiced as our oldest child, Ruth, aged ten,
followed the Lord also in baptism. Our children have been dedicated to the Lord, and
nothing can bring greater joy to our hearts
than to see them follow the Lord.
We appreciated very much having the Victory Quartette with us for two services, also
the Aeolian Quartette and Sr. Alma Cassell
for ten days. They conducted a five day Vacation Bible School which was very well attended. They also assisted in the tent meeting which was in progress while they were
here. We located in a new place, about Ave
miles north of the Mt. Carmel Mission. Bro.
Arthur Climenhaga of Upland, Calif., was our
Evangelist and presented the Old Time Gospel
with unction and power. We had very good
interest and the people not only supported
the services by their presence, but also in a
substantial financial way.
Many words of appreciation were given for
the beautiful messages in song presented
every evening while the Aeolian Quartette was
with us. God's saving power was manifested
in this tent service and quite a number of children and young people were saved, also some
older folk received definite' help, a t the altar
of prayer. We thank God for those that are
standing true and we ask your prayers for
them as some of them do not have Christian
parents to encourage and pray for them, and
it means for them to go the way alone.
Several weeks after our tent service closed
our revival opened a t the Oak Grove Log
Church with Eld. Ohmer U. Herr in charge.
Different ones in the community being sick,
made our attendance at times rather small,
but God was with us and Bro. Herr presented
the Gospel Truths in such an unusual and yet
simple and comprehensive way that hearts
were touched and a number received very definite help. We thank God for the closing service when six found their way to the altar of
prayer. One man, in his sixties, was only at
the altar a few minutes, when he jumped up
and went to the stove and cleaned out his
pockets of tobacco, then back to the altar he
went, and it was not long until he arose with
real victory in his life. He has allowed this
tobacco to hold him back for years and now he
praises God for real deliverance. He has been
attending the prayer meetings regularly since
the revival and he says God has been giving
him victory, although the battle is hard at
times, so don't fail to pray for that man.
We want to voice our appreciation for the
hedp Sr. Anna Turner gave us this summer.
She was here nearly two months. We don't
see how we could have gotten along without
her help especially during our busy times, as
over the love feast and when our tent services
were on. She also helped out in making coverings and bonnets for some of our sisters
here.
This has been an unusual summer, the
drought affecting us greatly. We had very
little to can from our garden this summer, but
our Father which is in heaven, seeth what
things we have need of, and has supplied our
need thru you, dear brethren and sisters. May
God richly reward each one who has thus
shared of their abundance t h a t we might not
be in need here.
Financial Report
Receipts for April
Apr. 1st, Bal. on hand, $4.83; Bro. Ezra Cassel, Clayton, Ohio, $2.00; Sr. Alice Magert,
West Milton, Ohio, $1.00; Local Offerings,
$8.15. Total, $15.98.
Expenditures
Table expenses, $7.64; brakes repaired, $4.28;
gas and oil for car, $7.04; Inc. $1.50; general
repairs for buildings, $7.79. Total expense
$28.25.
May Receipts
Bro. and Sr. D. Green, Carland, Mich.,
$5.00; Bro. and Sr. Earl Mitchell, St. John's,
Mich., $5.00; Sr. Sarah Wagner, Garrett, Ind.,
$5.00; Sr. M. Foote, Garrett, Ind., $1.00; local
offerings, $4.54. Total reecipts, $20.54.
Expenditures
Table expenses, $8.84; gas for car, $11.82.
Total, $20.66.
June Receipts
Highland S. S., Ohio, $12.00; Mt. Pleasant S.
S., Pa., $10.00; Bro. and Sr. Frank Brechbill,
Garrett, Ind., $5.00; Bro. and Sr. Gary Lyons,
Wheeler, Mich., $5.00; local offerings, $2.32.
Total offerings, $34.32.
Expenditures
Table expenses, $5.42; sugar for canning,
$5.35; gas for car, $7.24. Total expense, $18.01.

SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
A St. Brethren in Christ Church, Carlisle, Fa.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 1936
Morning
Sunday School
Invocation
Jesse Lehman, Supt.
Lesson Discussion
James Stump
10:15 Congregational Song
Carlisle Male Quartette
10:25 The Teaching Ministry, Its Importance
and Value in the Sunday School
Harvey K. Light
Cyrus Niesley
11:00 Reading
11:10 Bible Doctrine on the theme of Sanctiflcation
.
John R. Charleston
11:45 Dismissal
Afternoon
1:00 Devotional
1:10 Children's Service
Henry Ginder
1:40 Congregational Song
Recitation
Eugene Potteiger
Mechanicsburg Ladies' Quartette
1:55 Palestine and Religion
Jesse Lady
Mildred Heisey
2:30 Reading
Congregational Song
Offering
2:45 What Opportunities Are Afforded the
Teachers Who Feel Themselves Unqualified for Their Task
Harvey K. Light
3:15 Question Period
3:30 Dismissal
Evening
Cyrus Niesley
7:00 Opening Exercises
Duet, Sara Pearl Kilmore, Geraldine
Potteiger
Reading
Ray Smee
7:20 The Possibilities in the Young Peoples'
Society for Youth Training
Lillie Heisey
7:40 Mechanicsburg Mixed Quartette
7:45 Sermon
Jesse Lady
8:30 Dismissal
9:30

MT. CARMEX. MISSION, GIADWIN, MICE.
We have many reasons to be thankful to our
dear heavenly Father for His loving care over
us this past summer.
A goodly number from the other churches
here in Michigan met with us for our love
feast which was held the latter part of June.
We were also privileged to have with us Eld.
Jesse Eyster of California. God's presence
was with us and was especially felt in the
baptismal service which was conducted Sunday afternoon following the love feast. The
mother and her two children which I mentioned in our other report, t h a t was saved in our
spring revival, followed the Lord in baptism.
It was a touching scene as this sister went
under the water. As she came up her face
was lit up with the glory of God. and she
shouted, "Oh, this is glorious." She is standing true and is very zealous in the work of
the Lord. But she needs our prayers. Her
husband who is a habitual drunkard and made
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July Receipts
Bro. James Bronson, Mich., $7.00; local offerings, $4.09. Total, $11.09.
Expenditures
Table expenses, $10.73; gas and oil for car
$7.69; half year license for car, $5.60; incidentals, $2.05; fruit for canning, $4.37. Total
$30.44.
August Receipts
Sr. Clara Lyons, Buffalo, N. Y. $5.00; Bro.
and Sr. Gary Lyons, Mich., $5.00; Palmyra S.
S., Pa., $5.00; Richland & Ashland Cong., Ohio,
$12.90; Sr. Martha Sentz, Pa., $1.00; Adelia
Snover, Mich., $1.00; Manor S. S., Pa. $45.00;
Pequea S. S., Pa., $27.33; Lane. S. S., Pa.,
$15.73; Refton S. S., Pa., $S.83; Eld. Abner
Martin, Pa, $5.00. Total Receipts, $131.79.
Expenditures
Table expenses, $10.52; gas for car. $8.35
Kerosene, $2.27; bbl. flour, $7.70; lard, $3.25
feed, $10.17; new well pump, $8.25; gate, $3.98
incidentals, $1.26; paint, $3.55; fencing, $9.30
total expenses, $68.60. Applied on barn roof
$23.58. Total output, $92.18.
Sept. 1st, balance on hand
$29.18
Barn Fund
Deficit carried from last quarter
$85.23
Receipts
A Brother, Pleasant Hill, Ohio
$10.00
From Pleasant Hill S. S., Ohio
21.65
Appropriated from Manor-Pequea
23.58
Balance due on barn roof
$30.00
H. P. and Lela Fern Heisey.
HOME MISSION REFORT
For July, August and September, 1936
Balance on hand July 1, 1936
$ 1,080.30
Cross Road S. S. for Saxton Special....
33.00
Five Forks S. S
13.50
New Guilford S. S
36.45
Hebron S. S., Kans
12.70
Butternut Grove S. S
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Saltzman, pledge
10.00
Mechanicsburg Young Peoples' Society
30.66
Fairland S. S
39.63
Dallas Center S. S
6.65
Valleyview S. S., Cal
15.42
In His name, M. R
2.00
Lizzie Hodel, pledge
10.00
In His name, Altoona
5.00
W. H. Wiles
.,
10.00
A Sister, Mount Joy
...
15.00
Abilene Church
20.00
18.06
Rosebank S. S., Kans
500.00
Katie L. Musser, annuity
Emma E. Enterline
5.00
Carl Ulery and wife
50.00
Messiah Home S. S
50.00
Mechanicsburg S. S
12.59
53.89
Carlisle S. S
Upland Vacation Bible School
3.10
Two month's rent for Arcadia church
8.00
Cross Road spec, for drouth sufferers
65.10
A Brother, Mount Joy
15.00
North Franklin Dist
20.00
A Bro. and Sr., Mount Pleasant
25.00
Samuel Nissley
5.00
Air Hill S. S
20.55
Mother and daughter, East Petersburg
6.00
In His Name, Abilene, Kans
40.00
Balance Western Conference Dist
68.33
Bro. and Sr. Arthur Heisey
30.00
In His name
1.00
Ella Wenger, pledge
1.00
Beulah Chapel S. S., O
28.70
Fairland S. S
45.35
San Francisco Mission
17.00
33.75
H. L. Trump and wife
Wm. Engle and wife
5.00
Conoy S. S
31.00
Belle Spring S. S
10.33
Cross Road S. S., special for Iron
Springs
18.00
Manor Pequea Dist
65.57
Sippo Cong., Ohio
15.00
Mt. Pleasant Harvest Meeting
85.15
Highland S. S., O
14.30
Dorthy Reeter
5.00
Geo. Reeter
5.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., O
32.23
Upland S. S., Calif
•.
31.08
"Refund," Walter Reighard for trailer
18.00
Elizabethtown S. S
298.67
Balance and total receipts
$3,102.06
Expenditures
Roscoe Ebersole, special from Cross
Road S. S
33.00
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., fare and service
in Kentucky
32.00
J. H. Wagaman, fare to San Francisco
7.50
"Loan," interest-bearing note
740.00
Evelyn Murry, fare
4.50
J. H. Wagaman, fare ,
10.00
Walter Reighard, transporation to Cal.
87.82
Fannie Sanders, interest
57.75
Special for drouth, Henry P. Heisey ..
35.00
Special for drouth, Ed. Gilmore
20.00
Special for drouth, Albert Cober
20.00
Bal. due M. G. Engle, Mission workers'
(Continued on page 352)
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A Visit at Kabanzi Village
Annie E.

Winger

T 10:30 on September 11, when the
working men and boys lined up for
their mid-day duties, a man as driver and
a boy as ox-leader were chosen to accompany me to Kabanzi village outschool for
over the week-end. They were told to go
home and get their blankets and to prepare what food they desired to take along
and to be ready by 1:00 o'clock to go.
Time drew near to leave but nothing was
to be seen of either one nor of the oxen.
Upon inquiry we learned the older of the
two had been seen going for his blankets
at a late hour. At 2:00 o'clock we again
inquired of the men who were having their
rest period at the shop. And we learned
the man had been seen running for the oxen
which were still out with the herd some little distance away. The younger was said
to be at the married people's compound still
after his blanket. A little boy was sent to
notify him that it was past time that we
should be on our way. Shortly after 3:00
o'clock they managed to be inspanned and
loaded with our tent, cot, blankets and
food and their blankets and meal. Time
means so little to these people and a common excuse when tardy is to say, "We do
not have watches or clocks, as you have, to
tell the time of day." But we have found
that as long as the sun is shining they are
quite able and accurate at it and are often
able to tell us the time and only be out a
few minutes.
Anyway after reminding
them that they were tardy, a school girl
and myself climbed in the cart and we were
off.

season and at this place they draw from
holes dug in low places and as they don't
dig deep enough for proper wells, they must
often wait for the water to come in, which
is often the cause for shortage of water.
Here again we see that "the way of least
resistance" is often the most common
among this people.
Hasty preparations were made for supper and after eating we were ready to join
the little group of school boys and girls
who had gathered in the little school for
evening prayers. The teacher remarked
that they were all tired from their journey
he would not ask them to speak that evening, but give them a chance to rest first.

The following day we arranged to visit
the different parts of the village which is
divided into three sections. After cooking and eating breakfast we visited the
North Section. The people gathered under
the shade of a tree for a short service. They
seemed to be glad to have us with them,
although some are still quite indifferent to
bestirring themselves to come out to hear
the W o r d of God even when brought to
them in their own village. Even after the
teacher made his round to notify the people
of our presence and desire to have service
some were still seen sitting about their huts
unconcerned or had we been able to see into each hut doubtless we would have found
some there as well. Nevertheless a nice
group gathered. After service we talked a
little with them and we mentioned the fact
of how a year ago when we visited them
they were begging us for a school. W i t h
a smile they answered, "Oh, we don't need
to do that this time, for we truly thank very
much that you have sent us a teacher and
that we have a school now." Then a widow
After seeing how hot the sun still was drew near and wanted to speak. At first I
and after travelling a short time we were did not recognize her, but after the second
rather grateful that we were late getting look and a few explanations I remembered
her as the wife of a man who had died
away as the sun still seemed plenty hot.
Finally after bumping over sufficient while away at work a year and a half
stones, stumps, roots and ant-heaps and or two years ago. She and her husband
after crossing a rough waterless river-bed had both been members of the Church in
with plenty of sand and two steep embank- the early days cf the Mission. But little
ments where we got out and walked across, by little they were drawn away. I believe
we reached the school just as the last rays one great hindrance in their lives was the
of the sun were hidden behind the horizon. sickness and death of a number of their
children. She still has four small children
The teacher with a few of his pupils to care for. W e were made to feel sorry
were standing outside of his hut to greet for her and only wished that she knew the
us. W e soon chose a shady tree close by Saviour better and that she would really
which we pitched our tent. Village boys come back to the Lord with her whole
and girls were sent for wood and the teach- heart.
er took our water-tin and went to the vilW e returned to our tent and during the
lage to ask the women each to give a small
amount of water from their meager supply heat of the noon hour took a little rest and
to help the missionary and those who had had light lunch. At two o'clock we went
accompanied her. W a t e r is scarce at this to Joe's part of the village. H e wasn't at
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home, but those who were there soon gathered under the shade of his nice brick hut
for service. Naturally they expect when
they see us coming that we will call them
for a service, so many times they group together of their own accord. Again the
W o r d was given to those who had gathered, but we couldn't help thinking about
Joe who was absent, how that once he was
a Christian and now so far away from
God. The evening we arrived he had returned from a beer-drink and was now
away at a wailing. Formerly we hoped
against hope that he might soon return to
God, but not so long back he has taken his
second wife which ties him up still more.
From here we returned to the main part
of the village. Some of the women had
already begun stamping their grain for their
evening meal; so it was more difficult to
persuade some of them to come. Nevertheless a nice group came and again we
had a short service with them.
W e returned to camp and soon prepared
our supper and attended prayers in the
school in the evening.
Sunday morning some of the children
gathered for early morning prayers. At
mid-day we had two services. The school
was quite full for the first service and still
fuller for the second one. Several girls remained for prayer.
Before service we had made preparation
to leave as soon as possible after we dismissed, as we wanted to call at several
MMWVmvHWMWWWVHHMmVHU

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Africa

MATOFO MISSION
Elder and Mrs. L.. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs.
C. P. Eshelman, Mrs. S. K. Doner, Miss Lois
Frey, Miss Mary Kreider, Mrs. E m m a Frey,
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, So.
Africa.
MTSHABEZI HUSSION
Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Mr. and Mrs.
David B. Hall, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary
Brenaman, Miss Martha Kauftman, Miss
Sadie Book, Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Miss
F. Mabel Frey, Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102
"M", Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MEACHA MISSION
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Eyer, Miss Anna R. Engle,
Miss Annie Winger, Miss Verda Moyer,
Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
SIKAI.ONOO MISSION
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Miss Anna Eyster,
Miss Elizabeth Engle, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
WANEZI MISSION
Elder and Mrs. R. H. Mann, Wanezi Mission,
.Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, South Africa.

India
SAXARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, Elder
and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss B. Ella Gayman.
STJPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India,
Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Miss M. Effle
Rohrer.
MISSIONARIES ON nraiiOTja-H
W. O. Winger and Family, 20th and Paxton
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.
Cyrus Winger and Family, 50 W. Fourth,
Lansdale, Pa.
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villages on our return trip. This we did
and had short services at two other villages enroute. W e arrived home just at
dark.
Thus again the seed was sown and we
trust good will result therefrom.
I believe this village of Kabanzi was the
first to have a school in this district, but for
a number of years it was closed. N o w
since it is re-established in the ways of God
we hope that it will become a strong body
of believers. The chief was at one time a
Christian, but now is tied up by polygamy
and loves his beer. And there are others
of the village who were once Christians,
so please pray for them and their teacher
and the younger generation who are now
attending school. God is counting on you
to be concerned for these people even
though you may not know them nor may
not have seen them face to face, yet you
can share in the possibility of their conversion and may you each one do your part
on their behalf.

had a service at Siabankululu's village.
Prayers at Siazwela's around the fires at
night.
Thurs., August 13. Bro. Cullen went to
Macha; Sr. Cullen remained in Choma,
during his absence. They received the sad
news of Fredric's fall. Our prayers are
with Bro. Eyer's.
Srs. Eyster and Engle visited two villages. In the evening the people came to
our camp for prayers.
FrL, August 14. Bro. and Sr. Cullen returned to Sikalongo, bringing Roy out for
the week-end.
Accompanied by Joshua and Jesse, Srs.
Engle and Eyster visited Sichuwa outschool. Services were held in three villages today. The ticks make us feel most
uncomfortable.
Sat., August 15. W o r d from home from
Bro. and Sr. Cullen. Srs. Engle and Eyster
heard of Fredric's accident. One distant
village visited today. Upon their return,
they visited old chief Siazwela.
Sun., August 16. The service at Siazwela's was under the trees. About two
hundred were present.
Different ones
spoke. Farewell!
Srs. Engle and Eyster with Zakaria left
the village and after climbing the steep
hills, were met at the summit by Bro. Cullen and Peter.
W e were happy to be home again after
a very enjoyable five-day trip.
Mon., August 17. Preparations for
school.
Tues., August 18. The boys returned in
the evening. It is always an exciting time.
Dickson said, "Yes, I returned with my
little brother, and we have brought three
other boys with us."
W e d . , August 19. So many new boys
wish to enter Boarding School. Some of
these come from localities where the Gospel is not preached.
Registration Day.
The boys receive
their books and suits of khalki.
Thurs., August 20. There are eighty-six
enrolled in Midday School. First recitations to-day.
Mon., August 24. Busy at work in our
regular routines of work.
Thurs., August 27. W e continue to pray
that God may send us a revival. So many
need God, and some of the Christians need
an awakening.
Fri., August 28. Bro. and Sr. Cullen
went to Choma, returning with Roy and
Sibanda, our evangelist from the Wanezi
District, Southern Rhodesia.
Sun., August 30. Sibanda brought us a
heart-searching message to-day.
The
church was crowded.
Mon., August 31. Meetings continue
every day for two weeks. Let us pray.
"More things are wrought by prayer than
this world dreams of."
—A. M. E.

Sikalongo News Notes
Tues. August 4. Bro. Cullen prepares
for his trip to the Zambezi Valley. Will
Bro. Eyer come to join them? Long after
dark they arrived—Bro. and Sr. Eyer and
children, and Sr. Wenger.
W e d . August 5. At noon the party to
the Zambezi left on their bicycles. The
party comprised Bro. Eyer and Cullen,
Jesse and Joshua from Sikalongo, and Joni
and Honduyi from Macha. T h e carriers
proceeded them. M a y God bless their
messages to the people. W e ladies are
very happy to have Srs. Eyer and Wenger
with us.
Sat. Aug. 8. A baby with convulsions
was brought to the Mission for treatment.
The Batogna believe that an evil spirit has
entered into the one afflicted.
Sun. August 9. Bro. Cullen and Eyer
are still in the Valley. Sr. Wenger spoke
in Members' Meeting.
Mon., August 10. About 3:00 p. m. the
party from the Zambezi returned. They
were very weary, having climbed the hills,
and pushed their bicycles. They reported
that on Sunday there were about 200 present at the service.
Srs. Engle and Eyster are making preparations for their village trip in the hills.
Tues., August 11. Bro. and Sr. Eyer,
the children, and Sr. Wenger left for M a cha.
After lunch Srs. Engle and Eyster with
two boys left for Siazwela, a village seven
miles across the hill. Bro. Cullen took us
in the car to the top of the hill. W e arrived at our destination safely, and were
royally received.
W e d . , August 12. Sr. Engle and Eyster,
accompanied by the teacher, William Zimba, and our two boys, Zakaria and Tyson,
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Macha Mission
Choma, N . Rhodesia
Aug. 30, 1936
M y Dear Visitor Friends:—
The time for me to write for the Visitor
is past and gone. Since the beginning of
this year we all have been very busy here.
at the mission. The Winger family leaving and then the coming of Brother Brubakers and later on our new workers arrived. Brother Eyers are fitting in their
place very well.
I felt at this time I would like to write a
friendly letter to you. As time goes on
we have many new and strange experiences. One Sunday afternoon a woman
came to us with a tiny baby. This poor
soul was deaf and the only way she could
understand us was by watching our mouth
when we spoke. She brought this baby to
us because the mother had died. This was
her nephew and she felt it her duty to care
for him. Sister Annie Winger was out in
the villages at this time and she found this
baby that was starved. She told them to
take it to the mission. The village the baby
came from had no cattle, so Sister
Winger could not tell them to give cow's
milk to it. These poor people do not know
how to care for a motherless baby. The
mother had died three weeks before they
brought the child. It must have been only
a few days old when the mother died.
W h e n we got him he was only about four
weeks old and weighed three and a half
pounds. The only food it had was a native drink. This is very hard on a baby's
stomach.
This poor soul stayed here for about a
month then she got tired of it and she
wanted to go home. The baby was gaining so nicely and now she wanted to go
home and also take the baby along. W e
tried to get her to stay but she was determined to go. Then we asked her if she
would leave the baby here if we got one of
the girls to care for him. She at last said
she would leave him with us. It was hard
to see this poor little thing go back to the
village knowing they had no food to give
him. The father came some time later to
see the child and he was pleased to see
how he was growing. He is a little over
three months old now and is getting along
very nicely. W e have another little girl
here; she was brought to us about a month
after I came. She is growing and is quite
at home here. In a few more years she
will be able to go to school. W e do trust
and pray that these little babies will grow
up and become one of God's children and
also be a big help to their own people.
Will you help to pray for these little ones
that are in our charge?
W e had a very good conference, we
could feel God's spirit among us. W e all
felt the absence of Brother Frey in our
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meetings. He was like a father to all of
us. W e needed his good advice in our problems. After conference was over we felt
that we were strengthened and encouraged
to go back to our battle field of labor.
Sister Anna Engle and I made our two
weeks trip out to villages again. W e had
a very nice trip, walked a hundred miles
and visited in more villages than last year.
W e felt we had sown the seed, now we
must leave them with God. W e again see
the need of out schools in these distant villages. These poor souls only hear God's
W o r d about twice a year. W e need not
wonder why there is not more that want to
accept Christ when we are out on these
trips. Just now our evangelist is out having revival meetings at each of the outschools. W e hear some good reports of
the meetings. At one place we heard there
were fifty-five that confessed their sins and
want to live a Christian- life. W e pray
that God will help them to stand true. In
a few weeks we expect to have a revival
meeting here at the mission for our boarding school girls.
Nearly three weeks ago we had quite an
experience here at the mission. Little
Fredric Eyer was thrown from his bicycle
while going down a hill. The native boys
carried him to the house. He was unconscious for nearly two days. After he did
regain consciousness he would look around
but would not speak, his right arm was
paralyzed also. The doctor said we better
take him to Livingstone hospital. They
thought he might need an operation, but in
a few days he began to talk and improve
fast. W e believe God's children were
praying for him. This experience was very
hard for Brother Eyers because of their
being new in the country. W e know God
gave them special strength and help at thai
time.
In glad service,
Verda Moyer.

Salvaged Diamonds
Dr. P. Frank

Price

A story was told us by Dr. and Mrs.
Cunningham of Paotingfu, China, which illustrates the value of a certain form of
Christian missionary service.
Some twenty-five or thirty years ago a
Christian worker noticed a little baby hand
sticking out of an ash heap. The hand
was moving. The worker investigated and
found a baby girl thrown away and covered by ashes but not dead. T h ey rescued,
washed and cared for her. The little ash
heap girl became an attractive child and
made progress in her studies. She has just
now graduated from the Peiping Union
Medical College and, as Dr. Eo, is looking forward to a life of Christian service.
Such instances can be multiplied.
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One we had in our early experience in
Ckehaing. An infant girl, rescued from
a heartless mother by the payment of $2.00,
is now the wife of a doctor in a Christian
hospital here and the mother of an attractive and cultured family.
Dr. Mary Stone, best known Christian
woman physician in China, was rescued as
a waif by a lady missionary. Instead of
being drowned, she was loved and educated
into beautiful and useful womanhood.
—The Christin Union Herald.

this logic, Satan would be the most humble of all?
That a person who teaches and believes
that Jesus can save and keep from the
great and gross sins—such as adultery, or
murder—should yet doubt and deny that
He can save and keep from little sins—
such as malice, or jealousy—and thus save
from all sin?
Strange! Is it not
That any person who expects to go to a
holy heaven should be opposed to holiness
in this country?
That any person who professes to live,
and serve, and worship a holy God should
manifest a dislike for holiness?
That any one who professes to read and
believe a "Holy Bible" which commands
him to be holy, and declares that without
holiness no man shall see the Lord, should
still be heard to say he does not believe in
holiness, and absolutely refuse to be made
holy himself?
That a person who never seems to be disturbed by the shouts and excitement of a
horse race, baseball, or a political campaign, should become so greatly disturbed
by what he calls excitement, the weeping
of penitents and the shouts of the redemed in a religious meeting?—Selected.

Some Strange Things in the
Religious World
Strange! Is it not
That any Christian professing to have
good religion should object to having more
of the same kind?
That any Christian should object to having a pure heart, even though it does require a "second work of grace" in order to
realize it?
That any Christian who is having a hard
time in maintaining a spiritual experience,
and frequently suffering a defeat, should
hesitate to accept ah increase of capital, in
order that he might be an overcomer, and
live a victorious life?
Strange! Is it not
That a preacher who claims that a person is sanctified at the same time he is
pardoned never preaches sanctification to
sinners (nor to any one else) and never
invites sinners to become sanctified? If
sanctification is what a sinner is to receive,
why not tell him about it?
That a person who claims that he was
sanctified at the same time he was converted never testifies to the fact, unless cornered in a "second blessing" meeting; and
then fails to tell anything sanctification has
accomplished for him, and seems to become peeved and offended because other
people seek to be sanctified?
That a person who claims that sanctification is attained by growth in grace has
never been known to have reached the experience by that process himself; nor has
he known of any other person who has
reached sanctification by growth; nor does
he even witness to the degrees of sanctification, such as being little sanctified, more
sanctified, or most sanctified, as would be
logically determined by his progress, or
the length of time in which he had been
growing toward sanctification. W h y not
bear testimony to the same?
Strange! Is it not
That a person who contends that it is
impossible to live without sin nevertheless
condemns others for living in sin?
That a person who believes that a little sin is essential to keep a Christian humble fails to see that more sin should keep
him more humble, and that according to

More T h a n Sincerity
" W e don't think it matters much what
religion a man professes, so long as he is
thoroughly sincere!"
This is a fearful mistake. N o one acts
on that principle in regard to earthly things.
If he did, the greatest fool would tell him
of his folly.
Just let us test your sincerity of such a
notion. Your child is taken very ill, and
you want to get the doctor. Every moment is of consequence: you can't stop to
put on your coat, but snatch up your hat,
and start off at a run.
You know the name of the street he lives
in, but you have no idea where it is situated. Never mind that, make up for it by
sincerity, run all the harder.
"Stop, friend, stop!" cries out a neighbor, who knows your errand, "You're going the wrong way."
"I can't stop," you reply, "I'm in too
great a hurry."
"But your hurry is all lost time, you are
getting farther and farther off."
"Never mind, I'm thoroughly sincere;
look how hard I'm running."
But you never reach the doctor, and
your child dies.
Friend, sincerity on the wrong road
means traveling faster to eternal destruction.
"Except a man be born again, he cannot
see the kingdom of God." (John 3:3).
—The Life Line
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"And Sudden Death"
(Continued from page 338)
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CHRISTIAN LIFE BIBLE STUDIES
For Young People's Meetings

facts, and portraying in a very vivid fashion, the seriousness of the tragedies revealed in the spiritual lives of men and
women? Let it not be said that the world No 255
is more serious in their sphere, or more
THE lOST SHEEP
feareless in their work, or more efficient in
Topic for November 15, 1936
their efforts, than the church of the Lord is
Suggestive Scripture Reading: Luke 15:1-7
in her own specific task.
T
nuro T^«+ «!,„.,, T „ ic.i 9
Our own denomination is a very small
1 w.,
t , T % J «hU••>
body of believers in comparison to others.
1. Who is the lost sheep .
That the cause for this is a concern which
To whom was the parable spoken?
Who was near Jesus? Who murmured?
is gripping the leaders of our people w a s
Why would the Pharisee and the Scribe
amply evidenced by numerous public exffljfflg^f
"h y ^ n ^
pressions at our last General Conference
S S j S t ^ ^ i n ^ i i c a t i o n here?
mi. o. u _ _ _ . _,._ a
T „ IE.A
held in the Bethel church, Detroit, Kansas.
Seeking Shepherd. Lu. 15:4.
While not knowing the relative history of II. 1. The
Who is the "seeking shepherd"? Lu. 19:10.
See II Cor. 8:9 for the cost to the "shepother bodies, is it not true that our own
herd." Also Jno. 10.
people have suffered in more than a few inWhy did not God allow man to go on and
suffer punishment for sin and disobedience
stances by wholesale departures of meminstead of trying to save him?
bers due to the unhealthy influence of other
How does the "shepherd" seek to-day?
What is the most necessary thing i n c u r
religious movements which came in among
Shep
l l v e J U f i Ve E i r ? . t o ?? US»ed, h? o
"
us? Millenial Dawnism, certain types of
herd"? See I Cor. 13. Acts 1:8.
III.
The
Time
of
Rejoicing.
Lu.
15:5-7.
Pentecostal movements, and certain types
When is this time of rejoicing?
of so-called nondenominational holiness
Where is the place of rejoicing?
i^h9°n d 0 6 S t h e r e 3 o i c i n & ? S e e a l s o Z T h e s '
movements. Let not this statement be mis- 2:19-20.
May-we know any of this joy? How could
construed to be a reflection upon the Pente1:17 apply here?
.-.•:."•--••.
r
costal experience, or the teaching of Scrip- MkHow
may we contribute to the happiness of
heaven.
tural holiness. F a r from it.
But as a body we have suffered, at the IV. The Ninety-and-Nine. Lu. 15:7.
Could it be possible that we might be more
hands of other influences. And which, in interested
in the "ninety-and-nine" than in the
some cases at least, have not left spiritual "lost sheep"? Mention some ways, in which
we might so err? In the parable how and to
enrichment in their aftermath, but spiritual whom does this apply?
many of the lost sheep of our communimpoverishment. Surely we can all say ityHow
are getting a welcome in our services, and
that we welcome the coming of light which if one of them does drop in, does he hear the
message he needs, or does he see a group who
liberates and sets men free, and leaves a are
interested in matters far from his life?
•
•
W E A L T H of spiritual things in its trail.
Suggestion for Children:
" W h e r e the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
The story itself could be told by one of the
members before the discussion or for
liberty." "If any man have not the spirit junior
opening scripture.
•
of Christ, he is none of His."
While traveling with Moody in England
For the sake of striking and increasing Sankey saw the words of the now famous
"The Ninety and Nine" in a newspaper.
the H O L Y FEAR O F G O D in all of our hymn
He saw that it could be readily set to music,
hearts perhaps some will be moved t o por- and since it had a fine message, he showed it
to Moody, remarking that some day he would
tray what they have seen with their spirit- set it to music. He put the clipping in his
ual eyes, and warn us how w e may avoid pocket, and in preparation for the meeting forgot it.
such disasters in the future. Have w e as
Moody preached very simply that night on
a people been particularly susceptible to the tenth chapter of John; and at the close he
turned to Sankey, and said. "Have you got a
such unhealthy subversive movements? And song to clinch the message?" Sankey went to
if so, why? Or, has this been the story the organ and the words of the poem he had
read came to him. He took the paper from
true of all religious denominations? If so, his pocket, and with a prayer in his heart, he
sat
down and began a simple accompaniment.
or not, what are the best ways of "stop- Singing
so as to bring out the pathos of the
words, he went thru the first verse, then the
ping the leaks"?
rest. He sang that night, as many believe,
True it is that some of the works of the under the direction of the Spirit; and the air
he improvised as he sang is the tune of
devil should not be exposed, for it would that
the great soul-winning hymn as we know it
not improve the situation. On the other to-day.
hand there are some things which can be
given b y those able to see them, and able
to point out the hazards, with the remedy
The great want in pulpit and pew and
for the avoiding of the same, which will everywhere else is Christ. W i t h Him
serve t o incite, inculcate and increase the everything, without Him nothing. The gift
H O L Y F E A R O F G O D amongst us. That that includes all gifts, the blessing that enit may not be said that we are less fearless, wraps all blessing, is a present Savior
less frank, and less effective than the world working in us as a Refiner, as a Chastener,
is, even in our own particular field of ac- as a converting Power, as a Quickener of
tivity.
the dead to life. A personal Jesus preached
awakens sinners; a personal Jesus accepted
Abilene, Kansas.
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"IN EVERYTHING GIVE THANKS"
Topic for November 22, 1936
Scripture Reading: Psalms 100
I-

Scriptural Exhortations to Thanksgiving.
I Chron. 16:8; Psa. 100:4; Psa. 95:2; Phil.
, 3 : 1 7 1 T h e s s . 5 : 1 8 . (These references
4 6 c
memorized as a children's exb
d
f
- f rtpqirP(qi
eT
%*££ t a r u t h f J o m t h e s e s c r l p t u r e s , showing
% £ % * * & ^ S f f S f f f l L S S £e.
^
^SSPSS^
<$£& tf8*.T£&
of joy, victory, and blessing, which we have
not yet fully realized. Reptat in unison this
key verse of the program.
n.

Scriptural Seasons for Thanksgiving.
6g.19
w h a t
J g s u g g e s t e d by "daily"?
"loadeth"? by "benefits"? What manifold
reasons for thanksgiving'
Stu(J
t h e f o l l o wing scriptures and mention
things which should call for expresspeciflc
sions of deepest gratitude: Psa. 100:5; Deut.
8:10; u
Cor_ 9 : 1 5 .
R o m
6:17;
n
Cor_
2:14;
T Cor
' 15:57i n . Scriptural Instances of Thanksgiving.
^ rj a n i e i 6-10
' Should we 'allow circumstances to affect
o u r attitude of thanksgiving?
2. Luke 2:38.
' Does II Cor. 9:15 express our sincere
hearts' gratitude, or does the offer of this
great Gift find us indifferent and unthankful 9
g M a ^
11:25;
J n o
6 : 1 1 . Jn0_ 1 1 : 4 1 .
Matt_
26:27.
Should the spirit of thankfulness of this
Person have any value as an example to
jus?
4. Luke 17:16-19.
Does this incident indicate divine pleasure
when thanksgiving is offered (vs. 18, 19)?
Does God take note of ingratitude, (vs.
17)?
In the above instances tell who it was that
gave thanks, and give briefly the reason or
circumstance of thanksgiving. The questions
under each No. are intended to suggest practical applications,
P g a

b

IV. The Time for Thanksgiving.
(The following may be used as a blackboard
exercise if desired).
1. M
2. E
3. M
4. A
5. C
From the following references And ,the five
words suggested by the above blanks which
i dic8
th s si
^ -},en''t}mf'i0T
^ n ™§:
„H„eb- 1 3 : 1 5 ;
Psa. 119:62; I Chron. 23:30; Eph. 5:20. What
d
9 these words suggest relative to the attitude
of thankfulness? (For evidence as to the duration of thanksgiving see Rev. 7:12).
„
_
_
_,
.
. .
T
- ° u r Reasons for Thanksgiving.
Read Heb. 13:15. Real gratitude will find
expression in sincere praise and thanksgiving,
Let's offer the "sacrifice of praise—the fruit
of our lips," now.
(Give opportunity for short testimonies of
praise and thanksgiving as time permits. We
hope your program will reach the high point
of interest and inspiration here).

means salvation: a personal Jesus obeyed is
sanctiflcation; a personal Jesus possessed is
the fulness of joy and power. If any are
honestly longing for a genuine revival of
spiritual life and power, let them pray and
work for the coming of Christ among them;
and whatsoever He saith to them, do it!
Set the hearthouse in order, and send for
the Master!—T. L. Cuyler.
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(Continued from page 347)
traveling expense
21.21
D. R. Eyster, fare and service, Ky
92.00
Martha Eyster, fare and service, Ky
12.60
Helen Bowers, bal. trip to Canada
16.55
U. S. Wokers' allowance
832.50
Canadian Workers' allowance
18.00
Special for Iron Springs repairs, etc...
18.00
E. V. Publishing House
2.45
Ruth Dourte, traveling expense
10.00
Maggie Sollenberger, bal. allowance....
6.00
Ross Morningstar service
18.00
Total expenditures
$2,256.88
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1936

$ 845.18
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Satan's drift in tempting is to turmoil, thy weakness, and the malice of Satan; to
dishearten, and perplex with fears, and deny thine own wisdom and prize His fadrive into despair; and if thou take heart" vor; lightly to esteem all things here below,
to rest qiuetly upon God's grace, and fly and highly to value mercy reaching to the
unto His name, thou shalt put him to flight, pardon of sin, and heavenly communion
thou hast already got the day. W a i t but and fellowship with God.—John Ball.
awhile, and these dark mists and terrible'
storms shall be dispersed. By these temp- 1 God's place for a Christian is where he
tations the Lord hath taught thee to se>
is most needed.—Selected.

\
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NOTE—In this report there appears a notation of an Annuity of $500.Q0 from Sr. Katie
L. Musser, which was received—-with thanksgiving and we pray God's richest bles ,.;g upon
her. This, however, was the wish of her beloved husband, Amos B. Musser, before he
passed away.
And in the next report will appear another
Annuity item of $200.00 from Elizabeth Anna
Landis for which we thank her so much. This
is a wise plan for those who desire their
money to be used for mission purposes, and
yet receive the interest while they live.
Humbly submitted,
Abner Martin, Treas.
YOUNG PEOPLES' CONFERENCE
On October 3 and 4, under the auspices of
the local Young Peoples' Societies, a Young
Peoples' Conference was held for the promotion
of Christian activities among the younger
members of the Church.
We considered it a great pleasure to have
with us Eld. Charles Byers of Chambersburg,
Pa., and Eld. Lester Myers of Greencastle, Pa.,
who very ably discussed various topics given
to them.
The conference was opened on Saturday
evening by a short talk by Eld. H. H. Hess,
using for a basis of his remarks the word
"Guide." Bro. Myers gave an exposition on
the Parable of the Sons—Matt. 21:28-32, and
stressed the fact that we should answer the
Master's call for service with an "I Will" and
stick to it all the way and not shift the burden on someone else. Bro. Byers spoke on the
topic "What is the Scriptural Test that the
Holy Spirit is directing the Activities of the
Young Peoples Societies of the Church." The
gist of his message was, if the Holy Spirit is
directing, our Young Peoples' Societies will be
living and not dead for the Holy Spirit is living.
Sunday morning Bro. Byers taught the Sunday School as one class. Bro. Myers used the
words "The glory is departed from Israel" for
the morning sermons and very forcibly told, us
that this was the reason for the Church not
having power. Samson was one of the outstanding examples given in the message.
, Sunday afternoon Bro. Myers again spoke to
us, using for his theme "Can the Youth of the
Church retain the Simplicity of II Cor. 11:37?"
We are glad that his answer was very strongly in the affirmative. Bro. Myers discussed
the topic "Does the Separation according to
Gal. 6:14 apply to the Christian Youth of Today?" which was also answered very emphatically with a "Yes." Crucifixion was the
method of separation used to explain the
question. Eld. E. C. Rosenberger spoke for a
short while on a subject of his own choice.
Sunday evening a Young Peoples Fellowship Hour was included in the program. Two
topics "How Can My Life be a Challenge to
the Youth of Today" and "The Advantages
of Organized Youth in presenting this Challenge" were discussed by two members of the
Society. Also, a number of touching personal
testimonies were given by other members.
Bro. Myers talked directly to the Young People on the subject of "Courtship" and very
strongly emphasized the necessity of both parties considering marriage being Christians.
Bro. Byers gave us a sermon on "Greater
Riches."
Various talents of the Young People were
. utilized in giving readings and special numbers in song.
Each session of the conference was well attended and we believe all present greatly enjoyed the services and were strengthened to
more ably fight the battles of this life. Our
earnest prayer is that every young person may
realize the sufficiency that is in Christ and
launch out into the deeper things He has for
them.
—Cor.
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Box No. 36
21 Folders with Envelopes
For your next
Christmas Greetings
The problem of selecting the proper type of designs and suitable sentiments is perfectly
handled for you here. The 21 most attractive folders—all on fancy papers—are printed in
harmonizing colors by the unique "offset" process. Verses with depth of meaning bearing
upon the true import of Christmas and choice Bible passages are all artistically hand-lettered. There are fancy inserts, die-cut designs, and an unusually beautiful use of color and
silver highlights. Sure to please you! Every folder is of equal value—suitable to send to
your choicest friends.
There are no gaudy or "compromising" types of designs used in this assortment. Every
folder savors of dignity, refinement, and, most of all, has the true religious influence. Not
"preachy" but sure to impart a pleasing reverence for the Christ, whose birth we celebrate.
We have never seen as beautiful a gift box as this assortment comes in! The design on the
box top is an "arch-window" through which is seen a lovely painting of the little town of
Bethlehem with the shepherds in the foreground. Box is suitable to use in sending a gift.
Box No. 36 is truly an unusual value.

Price $1.00.

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, Nappanee, Indiana

